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Tonight and Thursday-fairtemperature
unchanged.

houiicement today that he offered an
ambassadorship to Chairman
of the democratic national
committee.
in. McCombs told me he did not
wish a cauiuet ap,Kiinuiiei)t.
I have
offered him one of the principal diplomatic positions and hope he will
accept. 1 desire men of cabinet size
tor the hief foreign appointments,"
said the president
it Is knowu that the ambassadorship to Fr.mce has been offered.
Particular significance was generally attached to the visit at the White
house offices of several other men
mentioned for diplomatic posts. Abraham I. Elkus of New York who is
likely to go to Japan, caw the presi
dent for a few minutes, as did Thomas
Nelson Page, who. may go either to
Austria or Germany, and Charles R.
rane ol I hieafco, who teeuia .ertaiu
to so to hildSltt.
Richard Olney of Massachusetts,
who was secretary of stale in Presi- dtnt Cltvelands cabinet, was said to
Fred
be slated for Great Britain.
erick C. Penfield will go either to
Austria or Italy and August 'Thomas
of New York is declared likely for
one of these two posts. Justice J.
W. Gerard, for Spain; William Church
Osborne or Henry Monganthau for
Germany or Turkey, and Frederick
H. Allen for Switzerland are consid
ered likely to represent the new ad-- .
ministration abroad.
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fonso Madero and other members of
family now en route from HaTOLD the
vana.
T. R. Beltran, friend of the
who returned today from
BY
TO
Mexico, says that Governor
has 10,000 men at his disposal
to unseat General Huerta as provisional president of Mexico.
Orozco Reported Dead
.
Revival of the report that Pascual
IF MEXICAN TROOPS SHOOT AT Oiozco Jr., the Mexican revolution- BY A VOTE OF 30 TO 15 THE
ist, has been dead four mollis, was
MEASURE IS APPROVED YES- AT THEM ALONG THE BORDER
It.
T.
here
biotight
by
Reltran,
today
TERDAY AFTERNOON
THEY MUST BE SILENT
a' prominent Mexican who has been
in the north of Mexico
conferring
FIGHT
BACA 'LEADS
DE
THEY MAY PROTECT
LIVES with revolutionists.
He declared Orozco died from. gunshot wounds received at Ojinaga and
GETS
GOVERNOR
LIEUTENANT
IF BULLETS BECOME
UNCOM- was buried at Santo
Domingo,
PERMISSION TO ADDRESS THE
FORTABLY NUMEROUS THEY
Orozco's alleged representaLOWER BRANCH
tive, Jose Cordova, Reltran asserts,
MAY USE WEAPONS
baa been sent to Mexico City to usq
Orozco's name to obtain money for
A
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Washington, March
Washington, March 5. diaries R.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5. At a
Washington, March 5.,The senate
for
were
the latresponsible
Crane of Chicago, vice cnairman of
convened at 12:21 o'clock to receive caucus of th, house republicans to- troops
the finance committee of the Wilson
President Wilson-- nominations, bat day it was decided to postpone ac- est border fight near Douglas, Ariz.,
there was a delay in getting them tion on the county salaries bill ve- with troops of the Ninth cavalry, by
campaign, was the first to have an
tofrom the White House, so that body toed by the governor. The 29 mem- tiring the first shot, according to a
appointment with the president
recessed until 2 o'clock.
day. He called, he said, merely to pay
bers present at the caucus pledged report today from Brigadier General
me themselves to vote for the bill when Eliss at Fort Sam Houston. Ke Fays
his respects and was leaving tomorVVitu new laces in every row
row for Chicago where he expected
..
senate prepared for its first real work it is brought up in the house. It was Colonel Guilfoyle reported that an
armed body of Mexicans, apparently
to hear the speech of Walter L. Fishunder democratic control. Vice
It
About
the sense of the caucus that the
Olney Doesn't Know
er before the Commercial club. Mr.
should do everything pos- Yaquis, rode out of Agua Prieta yesMarch a "This is the first ident Marshall, new to the intricacies
Crane said he believed it would be I have heard of the matter, said ui tjeiiaie piinitjuuit;, pujivcu m wy sible to pass thr. bill and that in the terday morning, deployed and fired a
few shots at a detached post a' 'ut
an important utterance.
Richard Olney today when shown a cartfully through the maze of prelim- event of its fa. lure the responsibility
exbeen
meihas
the
aid
of
frequently
Mr., Crane
should rest on the governor end the 1,000 yards south ot the camp, on the
Washington dispatch mentioning him inary organization with
boundary.
tioaed since the campaign for a diplo- ao President Wilson s prouaoie selec perienced piiiliamentary clerk3. A democratic members.
An American machine gun replied
matic post. Though the president tion as ambassador to Great Britain. call of the roll showed S3 present out
It was pointed out that the records
with
five shots and the Mexicans rehas made no offer as yet, it is con- As to whether he would accept the of a membership of 93.
of the house show that every amendsidered probable that Mr. Crane will post if it was offered him, Mr
Senators
Kern,
Smith, Malrtin, ment to the bill offered by a demo- tired toward Agua Prieta. Colonel
to crat was for an increase In
Guilfoyle makes no mention of any
become ambassador to Russia.
Olney said he could gay better when Lodge and Root were appointed
salary.
was
senate
The members of the new cabinet that time arrived.
the
the
president
This is stated in the face of the gov- casualties, but says he has two troops
notify
arrived while President Wilson was
to
communication
receive
any
take
not
would
ernor's principal reason for disap- with a machine gun on observation at
"It
ready
he
added,
"But,"
the points where the trouble occurred.
Mr.
Crane.
to
him.
from
talking
me long to make up my mind."
proving the measure, which was on
He says no cause Is known for the
Mr. Bryan was the center of a
The senate reconvened at 2 o'clock account of the high salaries which it
set
foot
in
the
soon
as
as
he
which
'and
attack, as no provocation of any kind
the cabinet nominations
group
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Herbeen
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previously
When the house reconvened, on mo- was given by the American soldiers.
Myron
Paris, March
General Bliss reports he has in"Well," he said, "I suppose I won't riek, United States ambassador to .received. Other nominations were tion of Llewellyn .$Vou ba the salhave any trouble getting in here to- France, following the usual custom Edgar E. Clark, reappointment as uni ary bill was postponeo, the bill to structed Colonel Guilfoyle, in case of
i
.attack, not to return the
day, such as I had many years ajro of American diplomatic representaled States interstate commerce com- remain on the calendar without prej- a
fire unless it is necessary to protect
when I was in congress. I did not tives abroad upon a change of ad- missioner, and John H. Marble, secre- udice to be taken up at tne
pleasure
life on the American side. He also
know the rules then and 1 called after ministration, has sent his resignation tary of the committee, to be a com- of the house.
men
I did
4 o'clock in the afternoon.
missioner in succession to Franklin
Wild rumors
have been current has cautioned him to keep his
to President Wilson.
so
as
as
as
cover
far
not tell the doorkeepers who I was
under
possible,
interior.
of
K
the
here for several days of an alleged
Lane, secretary
The French foreign office has not
acts from
to
hostile
not
invite
and I was coldly informed that no received any
the
Bacon
Senator
of
motion
On
acceptthe
as
to
unseat two or three demot?
plot
inquiry
session. cratic members and a mild sensation
visitors were received after 4 o'clock.
parties.
ability of a succeshof and no name senate went into executive
Detailed reports which have readiTaft Cabinet Resigns.
has been definitely mentioned in After a brief session the senate con- was created immediately
after the
President Wilson's first official act connection with the post.
firmed all- the cabinet nominations caucus when Representative Hilton ed the state department of the first
was to acknowledge recylpt of the
and also that of Mr. Clark. It did asked unanimous consent to intro- collision between American troops and
resignation of the Taft cabinet and
duce a resolution. Hala dozen demo- Mexicans near Douglas, Ariz., make
not, however, confirm Mr. Marble.
BREAKS FATHER'S WILL
all the assistant secretaries of the
it appear that this was the work of
to
the
Some
appointment
crats were on their feet at ot
opposition
5
James
New York, March
of
various departments. Office seekers
C.
as
Redfield
Maderistas, and that while the Mexsecretary
.
William
of
Representative Clancy and ok-Eckert succeeded in his efwfil not be permitted to take up ne
ican federal forces were not at first
Senator
was
made
commerce
by
to
unanimous
the
he
consent.
forts to break the will of his father,
time of the new president. He isMr.
in executive session.
resolution was not read. Senator involved, they were in the end drawn
General Thomas T. Eckert, by which
eom- sued a statement today declaring
in
house
a
'has
been
active,
Barth at once walked up to the clerk into the long range musket duel, aril
(ip hii'ik nt th epneral's estate, esti
that applicants would have to address mated at 11.650.000. was left to the mittee investigation of two local fire and demanded to see the resolution, only one person was wounded.
themselves to the heads of the diftlie which
in which
proved to be perfectly Innocontestant's brother, Thomas T. Eck insurance companies
Gallin-ge- r
ferent
governmental departments,
of
Senator
relative
a
of
name
cent, merely providing that after to.Situation is Tense
A jury in the supreme court,
Jr.
ert,
unless the president sent for them.
in. The senator fin- day no bill should
was
tobrought
introduced
be
case,
the
Ariz., March 5. Two MexDouglas,
has
been
which
hearing
Will Not See Applicants.
contest- ally withdrew his objection at the re- without unanimous consent. It was ican soldiers were killed in yesterin
the
verdict
returned
a
The president's, statement follows: day
quite evident that the portly senator day's brush on the border here with
that the two sons quest of other senators.
"The president regrets that he ant's favor, holding
It was said there was: no hostility from Bernalillo expected' to find a troops of the Ninth United States
Bhares.
receive
should
equal
deems it his duty to decline to see
to Mr- - Mabry's nomination, but the resolution to unseat a few democrats. cavalry, it was learned today at Agua
applicants for office in person, ex
wished tr have ills name fully
senate
This afternoon the house deferred Prieta. The Mexicans declare that
WILL TRY AGAIN
cept when he himself Invites the inconsidered
by the senate interstate action on the resolution, postponing the machine guns of the American solA
5.
by
March
challenge
Ixmdon,
ter Flew. It is his purpuue and desire
senate It for one week, which will allow in- diers caused the deaths.
a commerce committee. The
to devote his attention very earnest the Royal Ulster Yacht club forr. nn then adjourned until 2 j m. Friday. troduction of new bills
This makes a total of six federal
practically
of races for the America's
ly and very constantly to the bust series
until
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day of the session. The soldiers killed since Sunday, when tlie
last
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ness of the government and the large under
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house also passed a resolution ex- first fiirht occurred. None of.
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whole nation, and he knows from his ton, is on its way
resolution Is directed ed No repetition' has occurred nil' c
Jer-Bewill reach New Yoik on the Oceanic 'the government suit to dissolve the the floor. This
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client's files several documents and the Albuquerque HeraH and other been sighted near the border.
It is his intention to deal with apHundreds of refugees arrived .here
letters regarding the ore leases con- newspapers. Said Mr. Llarth:
of tne
pointments through the heads
"I ordinarily do not care to note during the night from Nacozuri, where
lAka Superior
the
between
tracted
CASCHARGED FOR
several executive departments."
Consolidated Iron Mines company, newspaper comment' and I regret trouble is expected today when an
KET AND SHOES AND BURI-- I
Secretaries Hold Conferences
Mr. Rockefeller controls and that it is necessary for me to do so armistice expires. Nearly 6o0 Mader-istwhich
ED MAN BAREFOOTED.
Mr. Redfield and Mr. Wilson, who
rebels left the Cananoa district
subsequently sold to the Steel corpo- at this time, when the senate should
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que papers, the Morning Journal, beence with Mr, Nagel. Mr. McAdoo funeral cost his "estate" 1,100 and! monopo.y
San Antonio, Tex., March 5. Emll- cause the articles in that paper are
Iandsthree
and
the
wont to the treasury department
because of
great expense
wrltten by a tramp printer, named io Madero, reported dead half a doz- men were indicted
conferred with Mr. MacVeagh.
today: .Taiieri
Fox, who is now under indictment eu times, and Raonl Madero, brothHOLDUP USED AMMONIA
When Mr. Bryan returned later to MlRhnri Keniley. of the East St.
for criminal libel, but 1b last even- ers of the lute president of Mexico,
no
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Pres-Bosto-

j

TRUST.
5. The
, telephone trust situation onj
the Pacific coast was considered at
a conference here today between
James A. Fowler, assistant to the
attorney general, and Beverly W.
Coiner, United States attorney at
Seattle. Mr. Coiner and Crated States
Attorney McCourt of Portland, Ore.,
have been conducting a grand jury
Inquiry at Seattle into the attitude
of the Pacific Telephone company,
subsidiary of the American Telegraph
and Telephone company, towards the
Northwestern
Telephone company,
an independent firm.
TO INVESTIGATE

POLICE.

Wshington, Mrch 5. Messrs.
Jones and Pomerene, the senate committee named to investigate
the responsibility of the police for th,
riotous scenes which marked the woman's suffrage pageant on March 3,
prepared today to begin their investigation by holding Hearings to which
witnesses have been summoned. A
similar investigation is to be made
by the house.
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HE INTIMATES TO STATE OFFICIALS THAT HE MAY RETIRE
IN NEAR FUTURE.

Washington, March 5. William J.
Bryan, In addressing the assistant
secretaries and heads of various
of the state department, today
declared:
"I am not prepared to discuss the
tenure of office, My own tenure is,
as I was about to say, brief, but my
tenure has not even begun. Iam sure
your tenure Is, therefore, not more
uncertain than mine. I have not had
time to learn from the president the
general policy that will be impressed
on the various departments, hut it is
not necessary for us o discuss the
length of service.
"It is sufficient at this time to
make, each plhur's acquaintance and
I hope that when the time com?s ir
me to
you to introduce
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NEW YORK, MEDICAL SOCIETY
PREVENTS HIS TESTING TUBERCULOSIS SERUM.
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PRACTICALLY

NO

CHANGES

ARE

MADE IN THE COMMERCIAL
CLUB'S

BILL

Santa Fe, N. M., March 5. Practically as it was written and agreed
upon by a committee of the Las Ve
gas Commercial club, House Bill No.
51, An act providing for the investment of the monies of the Las Vegas
grant board, went through the house
yesterday by the decisive vote of 29
to 15.
This result, however, "was
only accomplished after a lively Uttla
fight and various attempts to amend
the measure.
Mr. Chrisman of San Juaa led the
fight and offered a substitute lor ther
entire bill. The substitute differed
from the original bill mainly In that
funds of thu
it. required that the
grant board should be deposited in
tlie bank offering the highest rate of
d
interest and in that It limited to
amount
the
of the entire total
of the grant funds which could be
used for the purpose of completing
the irrigation project on the giant.
At the conclusion of the reading of.
the substitute Lieutenant Governor E
C. de Baca addressed the house, vig
orously denouncing the provisions of.
the original' bill, which bo declareo
left the way open for the looting of
the funds of the grant Mr. de Baca
read from a long printed statement
which has been on the desks of ths
mmebers for several days.
When the lieutenant governor hiut
concluded his remarks Herbert W.
Clark, attorney for the grant board.
was given permission to address tlie
house. He did so to some purpose, aa
was evidenced by the vote which
followed immediately, and which resulted as follows.
Blanchard,
Ayes Miguel E. Baca,
Chaves,
Burg,
Campbell, Catron,
Ccni&y, ixwdova, Downs, Gage, Goodell, Hilton,' Llewellyn, Lobato, Love,
McGUlivray,
Liicero,
Manzanarea,
Nichols, Padilla,
Moutoya, Moreno,
Quintan a, Sanchez, Skid more, Toombs,.
Tripp, TrujiUo, Tully, Vargas and.
one-thir-

'

30.

Young

Nays Roul ware, Carter, M. C. da
Chrisman,
Clancy,
Baca, Casados,
Evans, Garcia, House, Lopez, MarliRogers, Smith and
ne?,, Mullens,
Tucker 15.
The democrats seemed to regard
you to my successor t can look line'' the measure as a party issue as onlyon as delightful associations as th three of them voted for the bill. As
the matter is not political at all and
retiring secretary does."
Mr. Bryan's words causi d surprise, is purely a local Issue in lias Vegas,
but he followed them with no expla- this attitude on the part of the demo
crats is hard to explain. It 13 be
nation.
lieved the bill will be passed readi'y
by the senate.
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SENATE CONFIRMS TO LET GOVERNOR AMERICANS

-

PRESIDENT WILSON SAYS HE
WILL BE TOO BUSY TO HEAR
THEIR PLEADINGS.

PATRONAGE

Bryan alreafv is acting like he Is
president.
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Wan her Forecast

CLARK IS REAPPOINTED
washinirton. March 6. 1 resnieu .t
Edward A.
'Wilson ' will reappoint
Clark, of Iowa, a member ot the In- r.
terstate commerce commission.
Clark was appointed by M'- - Taft, but
bis nomination failed of confirmii.tioii
In the senate contest over oilier Taft
appointments.
.
John II. MarbU of California,
tary of the Interstate commerce com
mission, and formerly its attorney,
will be appointed a member cf Vi
commission to succeed Franklia Lay
who becomes secretary of il.e ii,U r""t
.

March 6. Dr. F. F.
Berlin
Friedmann
today abandoned all Plans of testing. Lis tuberculosis serum in r.ny jew York liospit-al- s
with the nanclioa of thr board of
health. This had been euggested tsy
the New York County Medical sociTO OLjT S,TV
ety as the only course to pursue, Inasmuch as ha ha3 no license to pracGreenville, Tex., I.'.an
Btato ot Tc V3 lKra t .
tice in this slate.
r.
.'T t V.
The board of health considered the
matter last Eight, and elthoiisb. Dr. ( on piny ,f IC w 1 s .
ErnftBt J. Lederlo, commiuB'onur of : i (
t y
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V i I '
tl.C
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

TWO

LIQUOR PROBLEM
TROUBLES

HIE

SENATE
MUCH DEBATE IS USED IN DECIDING WHAT TO DO WITH PROPOSED AMENDMENT.

Santa Fe, N. M., March 5. The impossible happened in the state senate
yesterday afternoon when Senator
Barth. seconded a motion made by
Senator Holt Usually motions made
by Senator Holt go through sailing
but this one was an exception, Senator Barth's hoodoo evidently being
on the job, and the gentleman from
Dona Ana, whose every wish has
been law in the senate for many
moons, went down to defeat.
The trouble occurred over HouBe
Resolution No. 20. This is the resolution providing for an election on
an amendment to the state constitu-- 1
Hon providing for the prohibition of
the liquor traffic. The resolution
was reported from the. house and
Senator Holt moved that it be referred to the committee on constitutional amendments. Surprise was
evident when Senator Barth seconded
the motion. Something had gone
Senator Page moved an
wrong.
amendment to send the resolution to
the committee on state aiiairs io
which all matters pertaining to the
durliquor traffic have been referred
ing the present session.
When the vote was taken it develHolt aud Barth
oped that Messrs.
were on the losing side and the resolution was referred to the committee
on state affairs.
Those who voted for the committee on state affairs were Senators
Burns, Clark,
Abeytia, Alldredge,
Gallegos, Hartt, Hink'ie, Miera, Navarro, Page, Pankey, Romero, Wal-

ton

projected Camfield irrigation project, upon which something like $150,-00- 0
had been spent when the contracting firm became bankrupt. It
is the purpose of the board, under
the terms of the bill, to engage another contractor to complete the
work, but in the event this is found
Impossible the trustees are author
ized to have the work done in any
manner they see fit. Elaborate pro-- ,
of the
visions for the
funds are contained in the Mil,
which if it becomes a law, is eaid to
practically assure the completion of
the irrigation project wuich, will he
the largest in the state aside from
the great government projects at
Engle and Carlsbad.
Other bills passed yesterday were
the act appropriating $3,000 for the
building of a bridge across the Rio
Colorado in Taos; and Mr. Toombs'
Mil providing for the leasing of the
oil rights on the public lands of the
state. This bill would allow the land
commissioner to lease the oil rights
on the state domain practically as
could be done by private owners of
land.
The house also passed Mr. Trujll-lo'bill to provide for the mainten
ance and repair of local public highways and' bridges; also Mr. Mullens'
celebrated bee bill, which regulates
the practice of spraying fruit trees
and requires that precautions be
taken that the busy little insects do
not become poisoned from blossoms
which have been sprayed to protect
them from parasites. Mr. Nichols.
who comes from Curry county, was
the only man to vote against the bee

13.

The purpose of the adjournment
was the holding of a conterenee of
the republican members with a view
to reaching an, agreement on the
gambling bill, it was later reported,
however, that Senator Ho'it refused
to go into the conference and the
Idea was abandoned. It is expected
that Mr. Holt will renew his fight for
the passage of the bill when the senate meets tomorrow at 2:30.
The house was in session all at
ternoon yesterday and soven bills
were passed, all by practically unanl
mouB vote. So far as the house mem
bers were concerned there was no
or'.tory, tha formal rending of the
i':s in almost every case being followed by the roll ca'il on their passage.
were
Hut if the representatives
silent the session was not without
Lieutenant Gover-no- r
its speech-making- ,
E. C. de Baca and Republican
State Chairman Herbert W. Clark
being the orators of the occasion.
over
.occurred
The epeech-baldnHouse
Bill
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No.
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grant bill, fie purpose of
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ORGANIZE UNIQUE CAMPAIGN TO
TO RID THE BIG CITY OF
THE RODENTS

s

bill.

If the senate concurs in House
Bill No. 262, which passed eystercuy,
patrons of the soda water fountains
will no longer be subjected to dan
ger from infected glasses or spoons.
This bill, which was. introduced by
that all
Mr. Manzanares, requires
drinklnc vessels and spoons used Dy
be sterilized af
soda fountain?
ter each use.

!''

0L0N1A L DAMES
BEAUTIFIER
perfect substitute for face pow
der, a perfect skin food, with mar
velous curative properties. Removes
black heads, pimples, tan, or any
chapped condition of the skin. Our
rouge and massage cream cannot be
oils
No hair
growing
equalled.
These goods comply with the pure
food and drug laws.
For sale at Scliaefer Drug Co., and
E. Rosenwald
and Son "Plaza."
A

Adv.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
blongs in every home. Adv.
Cold. La Grippe, Then Pneumonic
Is too often the fatal sequence. La
Grippe coughs hang on, weaken the
A

system, and lower the vital resist-euct,
R. G. Collins, postmaster,
N. X, says: "I was troubled
with a severe La Grippe cough which
completely exhausted me. Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound soon stopped the coughing spells entirely. It
can't be beat."0. G. Scliaefer and
Red Cross Brag Co. Adv.

e.

Bar-nega-

ANNIVERSARY OF MASSACRE.
Boston, Mass.., March 5. One hun-

dred and forty-threyears ago tonight Captain Piestou, commander f
the British guard in Boston, gave
the command which caused so much
bloodshed aud added another step
toward the revolutionary war. The
Boston massacre claimed three of
the patriots who were defending
their homes aud demanding Jheir
rights against the onslaughts of Uie
British troops who had made life
anything but pleasant during the per
iod after the repeal of tie stamp
act.
Resenting the Insults put to them
by the men and boys ot Boston, the
British troops protected themselves
against the charge of tho indignant
Boston men.
When the smoke of
the British guns cleaved away there
were eleven men stretched on the
ground, of whom three were killed
and eight wounded.
Although the demonstration of the
Boston folk was but a defensive
move, it had a great deal to do with
the hastening of the revolutionary
'war. When several Boston lawyers,
who were also staunch patriots, act
ed as counsel for Captain Preston,
who was tried for murder, there was
great excitement, but Preston was
acquitted on the ground that he had
done his duty as an officer.
e

The veteran pitcher, Tom Hughe,
condition
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Those who favored the committee
on constitutional amendments were
Crampton, Doepp,
Barth, Bowman,
Evans, Holt, Ufeld, Laughren, Mc
Coy, Mabry, Sulzer 11.
Another matter on which the old
line-uwent to pieces was an
bill, which had the enthu
elastic support of Mr. Holt; but not
that of Mr. Barth. The bill would not
only prohibit the usual forms of
gambling but was designed to put
stop to bridge games, bOO and other
forms of amusement popular in society circles. Senator Barth favored
the bill as a general proposition, but
was opposed to that portion of it
which placed the ban of the law upon
games usually played in the home,
and would agree to vote for it providing that portion of it was stricken out
Senator Crampton was for the blil
in Its entirety and,' while he admitted
there were some disadvantages In
having it apply to parlor games,
thought the time had come when the
class of people who played cards in
their homes should be willing to sacrifice something for the public good.
This was also the view of Senator
Holt who cited an instance of one
man who had lost between $300 and
$400 shaking
dice over a saloon
counter, and this happened only yesterday in the staid city of Santa Fe.
Senator McCoy announced that he
was in favor of the bill. The gentleman from Torrance was in favor of
this kind of legislation and he did
not think an
law could
be too sweeping in its provisions.
Mr. McCoy was still speaking when
Senator Clark moved an adjournment, the motion being carried 11 to

L.-i- s
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New York, March 5. A war on
rats on a scale hitnerto never attempted is now .being planned here
in an effort to make tnis the country's first ratfess city by exterminatwhich aside from
ing the rodents
their inroads on the health of the
city caused through their depredations property losses which are estimated at more than $5,000,000 yearly. While this city has long realized
the need of a Pied Piper, the rats until now have been little molested, bo
that experts now declare that the lo
cal rat population is the largest in
the country. While it is of course
impossible to estimate the number of
rodents accurately, it is held that the
city harbors at least 10,000,000 of
them. Curiously enougu the war on
rats is not to be undertaken by the
city authorities but by an organiza
tion of women who propose to' enlist
in their fight of extermination the
assistance of all those upon whom
the rat is now inflicting financial
loss. They are not yet ready to open
their campaign but when they are
they will undoubtedly be aided by
merchants, hotel men, keepers of res
taurants, owners of buildings and
store keepers who suffer losses of
millions of dollars annually from the
depredations of the rodents. As an
exahiple of the conditions of affairs
now existing one downtown restau-ranteu- r
states that the rats cost him
several thousand dollars a year in
spoiled foodstuffs and the wages of
So rapidly has the
exterminators.
which
they inflict been indamage
creasing that it is now recognized that
the only efficient protection is to be
found in an organized warfare which
shall have for its object the achievement of a ratless city. Dealers in
one of the city's largest markets report that the place is s overrun at
night with rats that' it is necessary
to turn loose the largest possible
number of their natural enemies. In
the war which is now being p'ianned
women, it is proposed to
by the
make extensive use of ferrets, since
they have come to be regarded as
the most effective agency in freeing
the city from the great financial
loss which the rats now exact every
year.
New York is Earthquake City.
That the construction of the new
subways will again make New York
an, earthquake city is a fact which is
causing no alarm. Indeedjthe cessation of subterranean
tappings and

quaks caused by the

completion of
the present subways and tunnels
robbed the seasoned New Yorker of
one means of discomfiting the visitors who refused to be phased either
by high buildings,
high wines or
high prices. It was one of the acid
tests of those to the manner born to
experience the uncanny shocks and
sounds which for many years wen
frequent while the blastings were under way beneath this city. Anyone
who could keep the thread of a conversation and betray no emotion
while the glasses
rattled and the
music was drowned by underground
shocks and roars was regarded as
having good standing in the elect.
There are some who even invite their
friends on a pilgrimage to Montreal
nowadays- that they may cynically
watch the ertect of subterranean
happenings, for the heart of Montreal
Is now subjected to
frequent thrifts
as blasting proceeds through tne
heart of Mount llo.ral for a tunnel
which will furnish a railroad with a
short cut from the congested busi
ness district to the famous melon
farms on the farther slope. In the
offices and homes the shock of blasting Is distinctly felt and much sought
after by those who miss the sensation from the vicinity of Broadway.
The bore through
the mountain
pierces solid rock and no mild explosives will serve. It Is said the cost
will be approximately $2r,000,00 but
that It will be partly recouped by the
creation of a new e.lty of homes on
the Blopes which for generations have
held a pastoral fame as
melon
patches. The Canadian Northern
railway's plans for the tunnel were
not announced until
purchases had
been made quietly of all the
farms
that will be used for the new
city of
Mount Royal already under way as a
model residence suburb, where the
gas and olher mains al'( will be laid
before the paving is put down, tho
lieceKHily of many emeu of tearing
up Iho ftroclH every few months
r.e-fn-
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been completed and it is expected
will be using it with-

that the trains
in a year.

SIR EDWARD GREY WASHINGTON SKY

Chldren Mentally Defective.

j.

That 15,000 pupils in New York's
schools are feeble minded is the
startling charge made by a report
which has been compiled after careful investigation tor tne committee
on schyol Inquiry ior the board of estimate. Even in the high schools the
report shows that there are many ;ee-bl- e
minded
children, a. condition
which is attributed by teachers to
the fact that tne pupils are not allowed to stay more than two years
in one grade, and so are promoted
whether they are fit or not. The
realization of this condit on, has confronted the city with the necessity of
Of the
discovering some remedy.
segregation and
possible solutions
colonization is suggested as having
many advantages but that this plan
is not entirety feasible is indicated
by the report which says, "it is most
unfortunate that the one institution
which the city supports for that purpose should have such a reputation
as to make this solution difficult and
often impossible. It is possible to
have colonies and Institutions so attractive that parents are eager to
have their children placed there.
This has been aemonatrated in many
places the country over. Until we
come to the point where we decide to
take these children (forcibly; 'away
from their parents, whether they are
willing or not, everything depends
upon winning the parent's consent;
and this can be done if the institutions are conducted in the right way
and if entrance to them has been
made simple and pleasant." With a
juvenile feeble minded school population greater than the total population
of many a county seat, New York
finds itself confronted with an ex
tremely serious condition, the solution of which will be anxiously
awaited throughout the country.
Woman Grand Army Member.
While the announcement that Kady
Brownell is lying seriously, perhaps
fatally, ill in the old Jumel mansion
here may cause little interest among
the present generation, it is likely
to bring back many memories to
those who lived during the civil
war, since there is today probably no
woman In this country with a more
Kady Brownell, the woman soldier,
the woman veteran, the only woman
who is a full member or the Grand
Army of the Republic, who has her
discharge papers and receives a pension granted by aipecial act of congress. She was married to Robert
Brownell in Central Falls, R. I., only
three days before the war broke out.
When Governor Sprasue called for
troops Brownell went home and told
his bride that he was going to war.
She said that he shouldn't go without
her. At first he laughed, then he
forbade her to go, and finally he
begged her not to go. When he embarked with the rest of his regiment
he was dismayed to find her on
board. It was only after the hardest
kind of work that she was taken
ashore, and she immediately began
her pleadings with Governor Sprague.
She urged to such good effect that
the governor escorted her to Washington and allowed her to take her
place beside her husband. She never disguised herself as a man. She
didn't carry a rifle, but sh.e had a
light saber and a revolver with
which she could shoot so well that
she became known as one of the most
expert sharpshooters of her whole
The only wound which
regiment.
m. me uftiue oi uun uun. sne stood
up under the heavy marches much
better than some of the men. One
day she plodded along beside her husband over 30 miles of nard roads.
Prisoner Without a Prison.
While nearly everyone has heard
of the man without a country, It Das
remained for New York to produce
a prisoner without a prison, who will
apparently have to spend the six
d
years to which he has been

as a sort of wandering convict taking train rides with a guard.
This curious condition of affairs is
due to a statute which says that a
prison term shall not expire during
the winter months, The prisoner in
question was sentenced about four
years ago but it was only recently
that his final appeal from the verdict was heard and the punishment
upheld. As a result It Is only recently that the authorities of the Tombs
in this city, where he has been held
pending the decision of his appeal,
delivered him at Sing Sing. A prisoner's term begins there when he
crosses the Sing Sing threshold and
as this would make this prisoner's
term expire in winter the warden
sent him back. The judge as prompt
ly returned him to the Sins Sing war
den, and so long as the warden holds
to the statute In qmmtiun these trips
bne.lt
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FIREWORKS
DISPLAY
GREAT
SHOWS LIKENESSES OF WILSON AND MARSHALL

London, March o. As the session
of parliament 'proceeds it becomes
daily more evident to close observers that contingencies may force an
early change of administration. The
cares of office are telling heavily on

Asquith and it is believed that
he is only awaiting a favorable time
to retire from the premiership.
The question as to who is most
likely to be the next premier is now
being freely discussed, notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Asquith has as
yet given no outward indication that
he intends to take advantages of his
often expressed wish to retire.
It is an open secret that both Mr.
Hloyd-Georg- e
and Mr. .Winston
Churchill are waiting for the day
when their chief finds the burden
of his office too great "or his years
and seeks repose in the house of
lords. But factional differences may,
and perhaps will prevent either
gentleman from realizing his ambition
to succeed Mr. Asquith 'i the premiership. If such proves to be the
case it will become necessary to
cast about for some one else to take
the reins of government.
In the opinion of many competent
judges of the situation the only available man possessing the requisite
qualities of leadership is Sir Edward
Grey. There are those who confi- dently declare that it is only a question of time until Sir Edward becomes prime minister.
The grandson of Sir George Grey,
who was several times home secre-- '
tary, and the grand nephew of Earl
Grey of reform bill fame, Sir Edward
inherits political instincts and talent
of the highest order. Me had scarcely attained his majority when he became private secretary to Sir Evelyn
Baring (later Lord Cromer), &n4 he
acted In the same capacity to Mr.
Childers at the time the latter was
chancellor of the exchequer. Entering parliament at the age of 23 years,
he made some stir at ha early period
of his career by his independence on
the question of Irish land purchase.
He was only 30 when Mr. Gladstone appointed him, in 1892, under
secretary for foreign affairs. As his
chief was in the house of lords, his
position was important, and it be
came particularly delicate when Lord
Rosebery succeeded to the premierSir Edward Grey had to exship.
pound a policy with which it was
Lord
Rosebery's principal
colleague did not always sympathize.
He did the work which then fell to
his hand with courage as well as with
propriety. Later, during the period
of liberal opposition, he came strongly to the front as a critic of the foreign policy of the Balfour administration.
Although his style is restrained,
Sir Edward's speeches are nearly always impressive and effective. Once
he was announced to address a meeting ot northern miners who were
keen radicals. Instead of giving
them a slashing harangue Sir Edward
spoke sedately on foreign affairs, yet
his manner was such that his audience listened with deep interest.
d

Many sufferers from rheumatism
have been surprised and delighted
with the prompt relief afforded by
applying Chamberlain's Liminent. Not
one case of rheumatism in ten requires any internal treatment whatever.
This liminent is for nale hv
all dealers. Adv.

.I
THE

BOXERS.

Charles Ledoux, the French bantam, has returned to tnis country and
is seeking a muss with either Kid
Williams or Johnny Coulon,
Both Ad Wolgast una
ronimy Murphy claim that they should have been
In their recent
given the decision.
bout which was declared a draw.
Bob Moha, the conqueror of Cyclone Thompson, and Eddie McGoor-thave signed for a Ton round bout
at Milwaukee on the evening of St.
Patrick's Day.
Charlie Cutler, manager of Jess
Willard, announces that Luther
has consented to box Willard
late in March or early in April in
either Philadelphia or New York.

y
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Washington, March 5. Aerial fireworks, with the sweeping, wide-flunrays of many searchlight revealing
the outlines of the white dome of the
capitol and other historic buildings,
made Washington a scene of beauty
and brilliancy in the closing inauguration festivities last night.
Never, it is said, has so brilliant a
display of fireworks or an illumination of such magnitude been attempted. Large searchlights threw their
lays along the avenues and on public
buildings, while' at the monument
grounds the crashing of thousands of
aerial bombs and the flaming light
fiom large set pieces illuminated the
sky. But it was not alone a riot of
The entire
bombs and flashlights.
of
the arrival
was
significant
display
of the new executives, with set pieces
showing the president and vice president and many designs of "Wilson"
and "Marshall''.
The illumination of the city began
shortly after sunset. At once every
part of Pennsylvania avenue, from
the capitol to Washington Circle, was
ablaze with light Peace Monument,
stood out in bold relief and the avenue from end to end was transformed
into a fairyland of light by hundreds
of incandescent lamps spanning the
street in graceful arches.
On the roofs of the senate antt
hcuse office buildings, a number of
trained upon
powerful searchlights
the dome of the capitol, making the
Statute of Liberty that crowns H
stand out as of a living figure. Peace
Monument, originally intended for a
fountain, was last night performing
that function for the first time since
the last Inaugural. Upon Its waters
were thrown by several boxlighta, different colored rays weirdly beautiful.
The Court of Honor, in front of the
White House, was a central point of
illumination tonight, as it had been
of activity during the day, the replica
of Jefferson's home at Monticello being the chief feature of the display,
Facing the replica a huge spotlight
threw its rays on the Jeffersonian
mansion, bringing its portico, columns
and colonial outline into brilliant relief against the background of cedar
trees, their branches studded with
countless miniature electric bulbs giv
ing the effect of thousands of fireflies
winging their way through the native
pines which surround Monticello.
From the time the illuminations bethousands
began
through
poured
Pennsylvania avenue to witness the
brilliant spectacle. But when the ae
rial pyrotechnics display started two
hours later the great mass of humanity turned its attention to the monument grounds. The display opened
with a flash which gave place to a
bomb signal. Immediately a host of
small balloons and airships floated
gracefully across the sky, made brilliant by the ascent of many rockets
and other illuminating pieces.
Following the opening flash and
bomb came the salute of 101 guns fired from steel mortars. Then came a
brilliant illumination of the White
House grounds and the monument
through the aacent of
grounds
re
bombs,
that, upon explosion,
leased fires that, burned the national colors. The effect of this upon the
surrounding white buildings and the
Washington monument was spectacu-
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Think n ow easy you 11 find
suiting yourself in one of the
500 tan dsome patterns
represented in the line of

j

lar.
At intervals,

pieces were shown
that reflected aainst the sky tho red,
white and blue of the national flag
either In the form of a Bhield or the
flag Itself. The crowning effect of
the display was the 'Transformation
Device," which began with a mammothbouquet of roses that chanired
Into an immense American flas and
then transformed Into the portarlts
pf President Wilson and Vice President Marshall. This was by far the
most elaborate piece of the enllra
evening and the largest aerial set,
piece ever attempted, It was said.
The device covered mor than 2.f'00
snnare feet of space.
Just before tl is piece vas
gigantic bombs ascended, and when
they reached a great he'rit exploded
and formed In immense tellers
words, "Wilson" and "Marshall.-Tin?
last piece was entitled "Good Nicht"
leu-cBe-
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Ed. V. Price & Co.
Largest tailors in the world of

GOOD

roadc-to-or-

clothes.

der

They build
garments m accordance with

your personal
requirements

and their tailoring i3 the best
that talent can

produce and

)Pk

COMfMtMT ISO!

money can buy.
Prices, however, are very
reasonable.

South SidoRa5

and "Feu de Joi.'" which, bought the
display to a close.
At midnight the streets slowly lapsed into darkness. The searchlights
winked one after the other and the
white dome of the capitol merged into the darkness from which
it had
stood out with such conspictiousness only a moment before. The slender shaft
of the Washington monument disappeared suddenly. The Peace monu-

ment ceased its splashing aud its
fountain of light went out. Pennsylvania avenue merged into its usual
The illumination
dimly lighted self.
and the fireworks were at an end.
A WAY OUT

Resident of East Las Vegas Shows
the Way
There's one effective way to relieve
""
kidney backache.
Liniment and plasters may relieve
it;
But they seldom resell the cause.
Backache is cause to suspect the
kidneys.

Doan's Kidney Pills are for disordered kidneys.
East Las Vegas people back them up.
Read a case of it
Alfred Underwood, 80b National St.,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "I
have previously recommended Doan's
Kidney Pills through the local papers
and I have vouched for their merit
whenever questioned in regard to my
statement. I obtained Doan's Kidney
Pills at the Center Block Pharmacy
and they brought me relief from back
ache and other symptoms of kidnay
complaint. Since then I have taken
this remedy off and on whenever I
have had need of it and it hag done
good work. If my kidneys do not act
properly or It my back aches, I can
depend upon Doan's Kidney Pills to
immediately drive away the trouble.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
n

States.
Remember the name Doan's and
lake no other. Adv.
A

MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath, Me.,

sends out this warning to railroaders
everywhere. "My work as conductor
caused a chronic inflammation of tho
kidneys and I was miserable and a'l
played out. From the. day I began
tklng Foley Kidney Pills I began to
regain my strength, and I am bettor
now than I have been r' r twenty
years." Try them. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Ad.
AN EPIDEMIC

OF COUGHING

sweeping over the town and young
and old are alike affected.
Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound Is a qulclt,
reliable
and
safe
family medicine for
A. S. Jones, of
coughs and colds.
Lee Pharmacy,
Chlco, Calif,, says.
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
has no equal, and I recommend it as
containing no narcotics or other
harmful properties.
O. G. Scliaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Is

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
won its great reputation and extensive sale by its remarkable cures of
coughs, colds and croup,
it can be
depended upon. Try It. Sold by all
dealers.
Adv.
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Tired Maiden Accepted Hit Offered
Life, and Under the Circumstances
What Could He Dof

Customer of Benjamin Franklin Given
Object Lesson by the Eminent
Philosopher.

He was a theatrical lover, end she
didn't like his style in the least, for
For Many Years. On Thigh. Also he was constant In his devotion,
which made matters worse. She had
on Scalp. Awful Itching Skin.
tried gentle means to get rid of him,
Could Not Sleep, Cuticura
Soap but he had disregarded them with
and Ointment Completely Cured, painful persistency.
"Dear one," he exclaimed, hurling
himself tragically at her feet, "I love
Lebanon, O. "My eczema started on
Will you
My life is yours!
my thigh with a small plmplo. It also came you!
on my scalp. It began to itch and I began take it?"
She did, and not like a murderess,
to scratch. For eighteen
but she responded, with calm determior twenty years I could not
tell what I passed through
nation:
with that awful Itching.
"I will."
I would scratch until the
He gazed at her rapturously.
blood would soak through
"Don't do that," she begged, drawcouldmy underwear, and I
n't talk to my friends on the ing back from him as if in horror. "I
have taken your life, as you requeststreet but I would be digging and punching that ed me to do, and you are henceforth
spot, until I was very much ashamed. The to all intents and purposes dead."
He seemed dazed.
Itching wag so intense I could not sleep after
once in bed and warm. I certainly suffered
"I do not," she continued, turning
torment with that eczema for many years.
"desire to have a dead person
"I chased after everything I ever beard of; aside,
all to no avail. I saw the advertisement for in the house, and if you do not go
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and sent for away at once I shall send for an undera sample. Imagine my delight when I taker and have you removed to the
nearest cemetery."
applied the first dose to that awful itching
Ore on my leg and scalp, in less than a
Then the dreadful situation in which
minute the itching on both places ceased.
his own precipitate folly had placed
I got some more Cuticura Soap and Ointhim was revealed, and he removed
ment. After the second day I never had
himself with promptness and disanother itching spell, and Cuticura Soap
and Ointment completely cured me. I was patch.

Benjamin Franklin sagely said:!
"Dost thou love life? Then do nofr
squander time, for that is the stuff,
life is made of!" Franklin not
only
understood the value of time, but
a
put price upon It that made others)
appreciate its worth.
A man came In one day and picked,'
up a book that he wished to purchase.!
The price that the clerk asked wasi
not satisfactory. He Insisted on see-- !
lng the proprietor.
Mr. Franklin hurried from the reari
of the store at the clerk's sunH
mons.
"What is the lowest price you can
take for this book, sir?" asked the customer leisurely.
"One dollar and a quarter," was)
the terse reply.
"One dollar and a quarter? WhyJ
your clerk asked me only a dollar Just
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New York, March. 5. In a little
yellow front building. In upper Broadway the Suffrage Pure Food Stores
company
(Inc.)
opened its first
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TAUGHT HIM VALUE OF TIME

THE MAJOR

Gets Right into the Affected Parts
and Stops Gathering in Eyes
Noes, Throat and Lungs.

FINALLY

OF- SUITOR

IANY RETURN TO SUFFERED TORMENT

the hotel management allowed to ev- ery guest a reduction of 10 per cent
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cents. It is estimated that the averTHIS SEASON
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wealthy enough
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prise and everything in and about the
the close of last season, and several
store will be done by women of the
The annual report for 1912 of the
well known stars will be missed from
suffrage persuasion. Pour of the New York public library
contains
By a long series of elaborate experi- their former teams when the gong
incorporators have arranged to take highly interesting figures which prove
turns at conducting the store and that the Institution is not merely an ments- at the Swift Laboratory it is def- rings for the opening of the 1913 seainitely known that catarrh can be cured son.
A list of the players traded, to
judging from the business done dur ornament , but exceedingly
useful. by the simple process of Inoculating the
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gether
existence
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stop
week
first
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Nearly .eight million books were Inflammatory conditions throughout the
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.store gives promise of becoming a circulated from
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all the organs of the
the library and
linings
This Is done with the famous the big show before and are now comnow."
body.
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past Swift's Sure
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for
another
women who organized the company year. The heaviest total circulation known, S. S. Specific,
ing
follows:
trial
S. It is taken into the
better afford to take a dollar thanj
Changing Uniforms
and who intend to establish a number was at the Seward park branch, in blood Just as naturally as the most
leave my work."
"
nourishing food. It spreads Its Influence
'Season 1912 Season 1913
of similar stores in different parts the heart of the East side, while the over
every organ in the body, comes
Without another word the crestfalW
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New York
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counter and left the store.
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irritating
He had learned not only that hei
Chicago
portunity to buy fresh and whole- street branches. Only 47 per cent substances for arterial elements that ef- Corridon ...Detroit
who squanders his own time Is fool-- j
fectually cleanse the system and thus put Humphries .Cincinnati ..Chicago
some vegetables, eggs and other gro- of the readers called for fiction, an an
end to all catarrhal pollution. S. S. S.
ish, but he who wastes the time of
Cincinnati . .Chicago
ceries at reasonable prices and, at unusually low percentage for public cleans out the stomach of mucous ac- Mitchell
others 1b a thief.
enables
Phelan
Cincinnati . . Chicago
only pure
the same time to make propaganda libraries. Literature showed 13 per cumulations,
materials to enter the intestines, comtroubled with awful dandruff all over my
Cincinnati . . Chicago
for woman's suffrage. The latter ob- cent, the arts 6 per cent, and bio- bines with these food elements to enter Kinsley
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. . Chicago
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less
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the
liberal
bet
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trouble." (Signed) L. B. Fink, Jan. 22, 1912. FORGOT THE LORD'S PRAYER ALARM
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graphy 6 per cent. St. Raphael's
You will soon realize Its wonderful InCuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
Loudermilk
.Chicago
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distribution of suffrage literature, by branch handled the most fiction, 60 fluence by the absence of headache,
dea
sold throughout the world, liberal sample of
Boston
Timepiece Did Its Duty, but Sound
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each mailed free, with S2-- p. Skin Book. Adnasal
and
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"A man told me," says a writer in
at all drug stores at $t.00 per bottle.
In the telephone office there was
Chicago
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The first of the stores, which was lem and One hundred and twenty-fiftIt Is a remarkable remedy for any and Brown
the American Magazine, "that at the one girl who was always late in the
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ing down the shortstop position with time of the San Francisco earth- morning.
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For
advice
special
Square readers called for the great
and began the Lord's Prayyer, but requested her to be more
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The Swift Specific Co., 127 Swift Bldg.,
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Pitchers James and Noyes, the two you should hear what a large numbei named Smith was hung up at Tyburn.,
as well as of the waiters. In, accord- themselves. They were compelled to famous athletes as are entered for ican league grounds next season.
of wise people have to suggest, and A. reprieve came after ho had been
Manager Jack Dunn, of the Balti- leading twirlers In the Northwestern then
ance with a notice printed on the return to the hotel on foot It Is be- the American track and field chamgo home quietly and think ovet suspended for a quarter of an hour,
bill of fare and upon the pay checks lieved that the Incident will eventual- - pionships, which are to take place in more team, is voing to let the fans league last season, have sighed with all that you have
heard, and then and he was taken down, bled, and re--!
Boston
comes
Nationals. James
Madison Square Garden tomomw pick the captain of the Orioles by the
make up your own mind.
vived. One William Duell, duly hangfrom the Seattle team and Noyes
That's the way to do! Chicago Tri- ed In London in 1740, was taken to
night, Both the east and the west popular election.
bune.
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ON HELL AND TELLS
.

frauds ia connection with the payment of the oleomargarine tax In the
Chicago IdifijtrlctA That extensive
frauds have been practiced by some
of the "nearbutter"
manufacturers
has been a matter ot gossip for several
years past It is now estimated that
the internal revenue department has
lost more than 1,000,000 by such
frauds.
When oleomargarine is frankly sold
as such, without the use of deceptive
coloring matter to make it resemble
cent p
butter, the federal tax Is
pound. When coloring is used the
tax is 10 cents per pound. The man
ufaoturers, it is said, have found it
exceedingly profitable to use secret
coloring matters and still pay only
the Vt. cent tax.
Among the large concerns to be
investigated are Armour and Com
pany, United States Butterine
Schwarzschild and Sulzberger,
the Moxley Company, the G. H. Ham
mond Company, and the Friedman
Manufacturing company.

NAMING
OF
NATIONAL
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE WILL OCCUR TODAY.,

AGENT
w

WHERE

TO BUY SERMONS.

Entered at the postoffice at East
Cab Vegas, New Mexico, tor

' Chicago,

THE

....EDITOP

PADGETT

TO PROBE ALLEGED FRAUDS
March. 5. In response to
the summons of United States Judge
Landl3 a special federal grand Jury
was impaneled today for the sole purpose of investigating alleged gigantic

HOUSE

BEGBERS

PRESS

(Incorporated)
M.

DEMOCRATIC

transmit

Washington, March 5. Democratic
members of the new house of representatives assembled here for the
first time today, not in formal session as part of the new congress, but
in caucus to organize for the work
of the coming session.
The meeting was held at the call of Representative Burleson of Texas, the caucus
chairman, who becomes postmaster
general in President Wilson's cabinet.
Mr. Burleson's successor as caucus
chairman is Representative A. Mitchell Palmer of Pennsylvania who is
closely identified with the administration and will be in a measure its
exponent in the lower branch of con,
gress.
The caucus met to designate the
democratic membership of the new
ways and means committee, which
undoubtedly would be the same as
that of the last congress with the exception of three retiring members.
Among those prominently men
tioned to succeed th.em are Garner
of Texas, Saunders of Virginia, Stanley of Kentucky and Bartlett of
Georfia.
Representative Underwood
of Alabama, it is conceded, will con
tinue as chairman.
Before the caucus convened, repre
seutatives from western states, in
eluding Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,

"Who Created Hell?" This unusual
subject drew a crowded house to the
Browne, to hear the celebrated lecturer, Mr.W... Horace Bundy, of San
Tr RMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Francisco, last night. Results showed
that' the audience was not disappointDaily, by Car'ler:
06 ed.
Copy
Listening 'i with attention, the
15
audience heard a most unusual religtae Wef-66 ious lecture.
me Month
The speaker
d
Ms lecture
One Year
with musical
numbers of vocal and instrumental
Dally by Mall
6.00
One Year
selection,' and proved himself to be a
3.00 musician o rare
ix Months- talent as well as a
speaker of unusual aDility. Humorous anecdotes and personal
expei
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
lenees
of the speaker enhanced tne
GROWER
i2M interest in the lecture, Altogether
One Year
a most profitable evening was spent
1.W
Months
Sit
What is Hell? This was the first
question ;consldered. The speaker
ash In Advance for Mali Subscrip- endeavored to show from the Scrip-ture- s
that hell designated the grave
tions)
Remit, by draft, check or money or death ' condition.
This, said Mr.
rder. K sent otherwise we will not Bundy, signifies sleep, not torture.
He called attention to he fact that
k responsible for loss.
on
the creeds and dogmas of the Dark
free
Specimen copies
Ages had given humanity a most aw- tui coucepuon or tne Almighty. He
Alii PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT illustrated how the heathen idea of
a supreme being was really superior
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
to that held by many Christians in Colorado,
PAID FOR
California,
Michigan, Nethe past of God. He noted illustra- braska, Montana,
Arizona, New MexiAdvertisers are guaranteed the tions and parables from the Bible co and Wisconsin had a joint conferf&rgeet dally and weekly circulation to show that destruction was the fin- ence and formed an organization to
ot any newspaper in northern New al portion of the wicked.
act as a unit as far as possible in
Who go There? The speaker cited the same
WotIco.
way that a state deleganumerous texts from the Bible to sup tion would act
Representative Hamport the thought that because of mond of Indiana was chosen as presiTELEPHONES
Adam's disobedience all were con- dent and
Representative Stout of
Main
JBESlNUSs OFFICE
demned.
He said the death nf in Montana secretary.
Main
MEWS
fants and those irresponsible clearly
Resoltuions were adopted calling
proved this thought. He showed that for more equitable distribution of
the condemnation
was universal
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5, 1913.
committee assignments and recogninot one had escaped. All come into tion of that section of the
country.
the world tainted by sin, and subject There was complaint that older memHOW TO GUT KII OF TIIKJ to the weaknesses of the
fallen bers were monopolizing the commitHoUsti I LY
fieeh. , This arrangement made pos- tee
assignments, that there were too
sible, a tansom by one for all. This, many of the older members
placed
Vlie fly k, a nuisance besides being said Mr.
Bundy, wag precisely the on the judiciary committee, and that
a carrier of infectious diseases, and divine
arrangement in sending the the newer members should be recogthe attempt to exterminate' It needs Soa..of God to
earth to die, not mere- nized.
uo justification. How one can make
ly for a few, but for all.
When the democrats of the new
one's home, town or city flyless is
Will. They Ever Get Out? Through senate met in caucus today to elect a
by C. F. Hodge pi Clark Uni- the work, of
Calvary provision was chairman, there was no opposition to
He says made for the complete release of huversity, Worcester, Mass.
Senator John W. Kern of Indiana.
that the American public spends
manity from hell, the tomb. Christ
Senator Martin of Virginia, retiring
a ear for window and door has the
keys of hell, and while He democratic leader, declared a few
screens in a futile attempt to exclude first came to
redeem the
He days ago he was glad to lay down
a lively insect which Insists on get- returns to restore it Theworld,
interim, the responsibility of his office. The
ting into the house every time the said the speaker, is for the prepararetirement of Senator Martin and the
doors are opened. He believes also tion and
development of a church, to election of Senator Kern ends a long
that the method of swatting the flies, share the glory of the
and with
for control of the senate of
or indoor traps or Him at His return to bless all human- struggle
using
the Sixty-thircongress between 'he
poisons is Ineffective, but may help. kind. Our Lord's return, therefore,
democrats and
progressive
Hia method is to make use in varoius is to take
people out of hell instead the old conservatives.
ways or the conical wiremesh fly- or sending them there. Restitution
Republican senators ao held a
trap, which Is familiar to almost ev- Is the blessing awaiting
humanity, in caucus during the morning and seery one, in such a way as to turn the glorious kingdom to be establish- lected as their chairman and floor
the tables on tiia files and "put them ed at Messiah's coming, when Jew leader Senator
Gallinger of New
In Jafl and let ourselves out." The and Gentile alike shan share the favHampshire. They authorized Senaplan involves, of course, the aboli ors purchased for them at Calvary. tor
Gallinger to select a committee
tion as far as possible of all breed-In- s All who will may then have eternal
will have
which
on committees
and feeding places for flies and life on a perfected earth. Those who
of
filling the republican
charge
the application of the
refuse, with Satan, shall be destroyed places. There was no opposition to
above to the garbage can, to in the Second death. Then the unithe seniority rule.
the screens on windows, to the cov- verse wil'i be pure and spotless,
Senator Kenyon of Iowa was chosen
ers oa manure bins, etc., all of which which according
to the lecturer's secretary of the republican caucus.
can be done by a little mechanical opinion1 would be vastly superior to Senator La Follette was
present at
insenuity. Garbage cans are on the having a place existing forever filled the republican gathering but Senators
market which have a cover larger with myriads cursing God. "Hell
Erlstow, Polndexter and Clapp did not
than the can and not fitting down shall be destroyed."
appear. The two latter have been
clCEC-lon it so that the flies gain acA Reasonable God. The speaker classed as members of the progrescess to the can under the cover and endeavored to show the harmony of sive
party, out republicans today
escape through a bolu In the cover the Scriptures, and gave personal ex- stated that they expected Senator
.
over which is fixed a
In perience of the benefit of studying
Clapp would participate in republican
fighting the fiy, Hpdge has found the Bible, and the true work of committee assignments.
that the essentials of a successful Christianity. He mentioned the cele
The democratic caucus authorized
campaign are to transfer the fight brated Pastor Russell of Washington Senator Kern to appoint a committee
against the fly from the house to out- Temple and London and Brooklyn of nine to devise a plan for the redoors, and then to exterminate it. Tabernacles, whose writing, he said, organization of the senate committees
Another essential feature in a town had wonderfully helped him in his with the understanding that he should
or city Is that households must co- study of the Bible, Mr Bundy showed
present his list to the. caucus at a
One ignorant" or careless that he had made a careful study of
operate.
metting tomorrow. Senator Newlands
home can breed flls enoup-- to viti- his subject. Doubtless Pastor Rus- ot Nevada was chosen vice chairman
ate the best endeavors rt a whole sell will appreciate his boost. Bundy and Senator Salisbury of Delaware,
town. Hodge nas succeeded in his took up no collection, paid for tbe;onP 0f the newly elected members of
neighborhood in practically ellminat hall himself an.d atv!ged his hearers the body, was named as secretary of
lng flies; he uses no screens ii. win- to buy Pastor Russell s book
the caucus.
dows or doors open at any time withSenator Tillman expressed a preferout molestation. As flies beRin to
ence for the chairmanship of the comKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
breed early in the spring f.nd as they ""'Kansas-XTr?mittee on appropriations, and said he
March 5. Cattle
treed with marvelous rapidity, the Receipts li,0(M), Including 1,000 south had requested the advice of President
is
time to arrange for a
erns. Marl;et strong. Native steers Wilson as to the chairmanship that
In the winter.
he should choose and that the presi$7.505 9.00; southern steers $G.75
o
S.25; southern cows and heifers $1.25 dent had urtred his selection as chair
0 7.25 native cows and heifers $4.26 man of the committee on appropriaFIFTEEN MEN KILLED,
tions. President Wilson, he said, was
and feeders $C.50
(fj 8.50; Blockers
AtchiAngeles, March B. The
$G.50
heartily for renomlnation.
ealves
bulls
$5.2507.00;
8.50;
railroad
Fe
son, Topeka and Santa
western
steers
$7.008.50;
received a call for help today from 10.00;
AGREE TO ARBITRATION.
Keen Brook, where a premature ex- western cows $!.507.00.
highMarket
9,000.
to
March 5. ft was
Receipts
o
London,
anHogs
was
dynamite
reported
plosion
Itnve killed 15 and Injured many more er Bulk of sales $8.35 8.4b; heavy nounced today that all the Balkan almembers of a construction gang. A $8.30(38.40; packers ana hutchers lies have individually
accepted in
reiii-train was sent from here with $S.358.50; light $S.408.50; pigs principle the mediation of the Euro...
$7.2507.75.
medical supplies
pean powers for the conclusion of
Market peace with Turkey. Each of them
0,000.
at least four of his
A fdifi an
Sheep Receipts
ColoMuttons
' " I.i'li d, according to later steady,
emphasized, however, the noeeFslty
i, en
wethIS.00S-8.C5range
for a connultatlcm with other nations
lambs
were
rado
nerlotis
and
reported
rar.Rfl forming the Balkan
league before
i; irijiiiid. 'iiii of tl.em fatally. A ers and yearlluru $5,00ft7.C0;
i Oofil? 25.
Klvldff formal fteroeiuent.
fiiB" :iiited
exphmkm.

through the United States mail
second elites matter.
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ACCUSED OF WIFE MURDER
5
Public
O., March
Springfield,
interest in the case of Dr. Artuur B.
Smith, who is under indictment for
the alleged murder of his wife, was
revived today, when the case was callStrenuous efed in court for trial.
forts are being made by the defense
to secure further delay. Dr. Smith,
a member of a prominent faimiy and

a physician in good standing, va,s arrested on November 22 last on a
charge of having poisoned his first
wife, who died suddenly on Man.h
IS, 1912. The action of the physician in wedding Miss Mabel Merchant, a nurse in a local hospital,
within a few months after the death
of his first wife aroused public suspicion. The remains of the dead woman were exhumed and a chemical
examination made of the contents of
;the stomach. The result was that the
physician was Indicted on a charge

Read This Program
And Get The Dates Straight

At The Y. H. C. A.
THE NEXT 3 DAYS

j

THURSDAY 8:13 P. M.

Boys' Exhibition
Worth

10 Boys In Line.
Seeing

Dy-pap-

d

d

Uy-tra- p

Two

FRIDAY 7 to 10 P. M.
(Instead of Saturday)

Sunday School
Basket Ball League

Apaches vs. Navajos

men-ioine- d

Presbyterians vs. Y. M. C. A.
Christians
Baptist
10
a.nd 15c
Admission
VS--

SATURDAY

1

8:30 P. M.

OPERA HOUSE
Sa.rtt&. Fe Concert

me

FAIR.MOUNT

GLEE CLUB
OF WirCHITA. KAS.
20 Members
10c Down Stairs
5c Upstevirs

Next Week
FRIDAY the 14th
THE FAMOUS

ILONEY'S
Greatest

BOYS

Entertainer! In
the World and
The Extra Added Attraction
Boy

Dolly Dimples, the Educated Horse
Mr. and Mrs Overto, in Songs

Vander Voort, Violinist
Rhea Brown, Imitator

'

Biggest Entertainment ever given
in Las Vegas for the money. ,
NOT A SANTA FE CONCERT

tj 3BO

-

BOO

-

7Bo

Scuts on Sale ot Muiplicy'sTlmrs-day Morning.

Well-Lighte-

Store Gets Host Trade

d

i:

Where do you trade, Mr. Merchant? Just watch

yourself and see if you do not uncomcioifsly patronize the store that is
brightest most attractive. Why not realize now that your neighbor
feels just the same about the brilliant, inviting establishment as you
do? Tungsten Electric Fixtures will bring trade to your door because
the grateful glow of electricity extends a geniii I hand of welcome makes
your stock appear to the best possible advantage. And yet, Tungsten
Electric Fixtures are most economical. You really shou'd find out today
how little it will cost you to use Tungsten Electric Fixtures in your store.

1

Las Vegas Light and Power Company
of having caused his wife's death, by
administering cyanide in a cup of
cocoa.

SS3

:

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Xew York, March 5. Without any

material changes in speculative conditions over night, prices in Wall
street turned upwards briskly today.
Bear traders attempted early in the
session to carry forward yesterday's
decline, but desisted when it became
evident that buying orders were executed on a scale down, and covered
hastily.
Advances reached 1 to 2 points and
embraced all of the speculative fav
orites. Buying of Reading, Amalgamated and Steel was especially heavy
at times. Tobacco stocks fluctuated
widely and unevenly, ranging from 4
points below tq 9 points above previous prices. Bonds were irregular.
The rise in prices made further
headway after the foreign selling
ceased. London sales were estimated,
at 10,000 shares and the continentals
also put out some stocks.
Rumors regarding earnings, divid
end probabilities and governmental
prosecutions caused the exceptional
fluctuations in the tobacco group.
Profist were taken in spots late in
the day and the market yielded
slightly. Some specialties were weak,
particularly Pump prefered.
The market closed steady. Fluctuations, in the closing hour were unusually narow, traders omitting the
final selling demonstration which has
been the feature of the week. More
steadiness was shown in th9 face of
the recurrence of linuidatior in ob
scure issues.
The last sales for the day were:
72
Amalgamated Copper
115
Sugar
102
Atchison
It 3
Reading
Southern Pacific
10)
134
Union Pacific
62
United States Steel
lOSV
United States Steel, pfd
. . . M
Add democratic house meets

MONDAY, MARCH 10th

Famous

EN

PLAYERS
AUSPICIES B. P. O E.

Prices

"75b-$1.00.-$1.-

50

Sea.ts a.t Murphey's
hers- - of the democratic 'national com- stockholders and will retire from
mittee, nearly all of whom came to
business life. He will be sucWashington for the inauguration, ceeded by George E. McFarland, at
gathered at the New Vlliard hotel present vice president of the Neb-

e

today for their first formal meeting
s'nee the November election. The
chief purpose of the meeting, as stated in the official call of Chairman
McCombs, was to discuss general
questions of organization.
BRADLEY

TO RETIRE

.

raska Telephone and Telegraph company, with headquarters at Omaha,
Mr. Bradley began earning his living as a telegraph operator 40 years
ago. In time he became third vice
piesident of the Postal Telegraph
company and later was associated
with the American Telegraph and
Telephone company in New York.

&.
San Francisco, March
for the last seven years vice
Bradley,
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Gotham promoters are trying to arpresident and general manager of the
Chicago, March 5. Active buying Pacifict Telephone "and
a return match between Joe
range
Telegraph
at a decline today steadied wheat.
tendered his resignation to-- Rivers and K. O. Brown, the bout to
company,
Hope of an improved export demand
cay at the annual meeting of th take place in New York.
formed the incentive. Good weather
and liberal receipts caused an easy
feeling at the outset. Opening prices
lower. May
were unchanged to
the same
started at 91 to
off and rallied
as last night to
to
The close was weak,
with May Vi net lower at
May corn opened a Bhade to VaY
touched
to
higher at 52V2
52
and reacted to 52. The
for May,
close was easy at B2
above last night.
May oats, which started a sixteenth
A great millinery showing Come and enjoy the many
off to a like amount up, rose to 34 (TP
fold display This is to be a Season of Gorgeous Color Tones
The lime light turns on the Best Spring Styles. First one,,
Smaller receipts of hogs, than exand
then another momentarily surpasses in flight of fancy, in
pected brought about an upturn In
to
2',&
were
First
sales
provisions.
brilliancy of conception.
to
12V2 higher with May at $20.42
for lard and
$20.45 for pork; $10.82

91.

E.--C-

The Last Word In Millinery

91.

Latest Shapes In Trimmed Hats
$5.00 to $20.00

V.

$10.77

Seats on Sale to S. F. Men
Thursday and Friday
"Others
Saturday

Is

$5.00-36.50-

vs Seminoles

Pueblos

1

;

ADMISSION
For Ok. Quarter

The

i

Unequaled Variety of Women's
Spring Suits From $15 to $40

for ribs.

The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 91M; July 90;
Umber 89.
Corn, May 52; July 53;
,
(ember 54.
Oats, May 34; July 34; Septem.,
ber 34.
Pork, May $20.05; July $U.30.
Lard. May $10.85; July $10.77;
September $10.77.
Ribs, May $10.82; July $10.73;
September $10.75.

Exclusive novelty effects in shepherd checks and Black
and White stripes very extensively shown. Beautiful beyond
our power of description. Ready now for your inspection.

- Women's Coats of Every Kind In
Approved 1913 Styles

for the annual convention of the
Panhandle and Southwestern Cattlemen's association. The gathering
will last three days and bids fair to
outstrip in interest and importance all
ot the previous meetings of the association. Oklahoma City Is an applicant for next year's convention.

j

NATIONAL COMMITTEE MEETING
intiiiWsutlifiiKtun, March S.TIh

..'.'.

journey taken in search of just the right Coat
ends right iere, for we are able to say that we have covered
Many a

CATTLEMEN AT AMARILLO
5. Many
Amarlllo, Tex., March
leading representatives of the live
stock industry rounded up here today

the entire field of Coat uses and styles, and can, we believe,
meet your erery want and fancy

S12 to $40
the Store of Quality"
--
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FRO I PRESIDENT

PERSONALS

HARDENED

TO

and wif e of Randall,
111., are visitors In tliei city.
Jose Gutierrez of, Ventanas iB In
the city on a business visit.
A. M. Windling of Masslillon, 0.,
Is In the city today as a visitor.
B. L. Beeler of Kinsley, Kansas,
Is la the city on a short visit.
A. C. Rollenburg of BaxeYs Camp
Is In La Vegas for a few days' visit.
J. L. Clarke of Albuquerque is In
Las Vegas on a short gusiness visit.
D. A. Atkinson of Chicago came in
from that place last night on a visit
J.

M. Newburn

Mil

THE

1

I
I Furniture Co ,L
I Opposite Y. fJ,. C A.

j

VAUDEVILLE

FOR
DO YOUR. BANKING WITH

DUNCAN

HOUSE

. .

John

are offering this
week at a special price
We

ALL HAVE BEEN ENTERTAINED
RONEY'3
0Y ';THE- FAMOUS
BOYS'. CONCERT COMPANY.

Brass Bed, 2 inch contmous
posts, value $22.50

coming-apoedriiiio-

All Metal

Sunng, value

S?4.

00

Sanitary Mattress, value $5.50

,

Our Price For All

S24.85
GRANITE WARE SPECIALS

15, 25 and 35c utensils

tt

this week

1Q

and 15 Cts.

A shipment of room
sized Rugs just recieved

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT ATTRACTIONS
ARRANGED FOR BY THE
MANAGEMENT.

Beginning next Monday evening
the Duncan opera house will be put
In use as a picture and vaudeville
theater. The managers have arranged for the Orphnum circuit vaude
ville performances here twice a
week. This circuit is one of the best
and is expected to furnish some good
shows. Each hill will be p'iayed two
nights.
This circuit covers the entire Unit
ed States and only the best of shows
are put on. The program for the
opening night will be as follows:
America's greatest singing; act, by
the Melrose Comedy Four, the Clev
er Chap, by Raymond, novelty acro
batic juggler. This performance, in
V
addition to several runs of films, will
be given next Monday and Tuesday
nights, and on Friday and Saturday
nights of next week the following
Beautiful
program win be given:
Dolly Dimple, the horse with a human education; the American Indian
and the Swede, by the Overtons, Al
Overton doing the Dutch, Swede and
Irish stunts and Miss Overton doing
the Gibson Girl stunt. Both of these
characters are Indians and excellent
performers. The Holland Violinist
and the Dresden Doll, played by Van
On
Der Voort and Rhea Brown.
next
of
week
the.
Coys
Friday
Roney
will consolidate with the vaudeville
show and moving pictures and' en excellent program is assured.
The regular nights for vaudeville
will be Monday, Tuesday, Friday and
FE Saturday.

TICKETS FOR THE
TOMORROW

RESERVATIONS
FOR SANTA
BE
MAY
ENTERTAINMENT
MADE BY RAILWAY FOLK.

and M. Roybal drove In
ELKS SECURE A HIGH
Tomorrow morning at the Y. M. C.
Fancy wide breakfast bacon by the
from Watrous on a short
e.
nound. Ike Davis, the A. the tickets for the entertainment
visit to the city. They returned home ainh 51 tier
G.'ocer.'.
Saturday night by the Fairmoun'6 CLASS ENTERTAINMENT
Cash
this afternoon.
College Glee club of Wichita, Kan.,
M. R. Williams, bridge and buildwill be placed on reservation for the
Rait-waing foreman for the fetnta Fe
railroad folk. This club is composed GREET PLAYERS WILL PUT ON
for
company, left this aiternoon
"COMEDY OF ERRORS" HERE
of 20 young men who promise to give
Albuquerque on business.
MONDAY EVENING.
enter
most
the
the
enjoyable
people
R. R. McBride, representative of
Las
in
has
occurred
tainment
that
EARLY TODAY
the National Harvester company,
At a meeting held at the Elks'
Vegas under the auspices of the Sancame In this afternoon from Chicago
club
last . night arrangements were
ta Fe Railway company this season,
on a short business trip.
to place' tickets on sale imme
semade
has
been
The
carefully
program
N. Fontaine and wife returned this WIFE OF SANTA FE EMPLOYE
for tb - Ben Greet Players
diately
and
humor
of
full
lected
wit,
and
is
afternoon from the northern part of
HAD BEEN ILL FIVE DAYS
wl'il
who
appear in this city under
stunts
of
all
the latest
descriptions.
Texas where they have been for
WITH PNEUMONIA.
the
of the Elks on Monday
folas
is
club
auspices
of
the
The
personnel
some time visiting relatives.
March 10. The Elks attempt.
:
evening,
lows
E. P. Gray of Arkansas City, Kan;,
At 3 o'clock this morning Mrs.
First Tenors: Francis DeMand, ed to get this attraction last year,
came in yesterday, to ejjter the San- Phoebe Kline, wife of Seneca Kline,
Herbert
Seamans, Robert Walton, but the attraction was not signed up
ta Fe hospital here. Mr. Grey is a died of pneumonia after a short illuntil last night. This troupe of play
John
FIeserN
Clayton Law.
in
was
the
mechanical
Kline
depart- ness of five days.
Mrs.
foreman
Herbert Davis, ers comes to Las Vegas well recomSecond Tenors:
ment at Arkansas City.
the daughter of John Woodsworth, a
A number of Las Vegans
mended.
Ober
Elmer
Miller,
i.ossaman, Harry
railway contractor who built part of
seen tic players praise
have
who
Strictly fresh and closely candled the Santa Fe lines In New Mexico Shuler, Fred Patterson.
them highly as one of the best atColorado eggs, fresh laid, 23c per and when the railroad first entered
Baritones:
John Edwards, Karl
dozen.
Fresh laid local eggs per the state. She was a native of Mich- Stecher, Hal Dunham, J. B. Graham. tractions that are More the public
the Cash
dozen," 25c. Ike Davis,
Basses:' Veazie O'Hara, Warwick today.
igan. Mrs. Kline came to New MexiThis troop will play Shakespeare's
Giocer.
co in 1879 with her parents and later Sullivan, Walter Priest, Maurice Fitzs"
of
here. In order
"Comedy
went to Seneca Falls, N. Y., where gerald.
to
secure
this attraction the members
Wi'il Ransom, reader; J. B. Grashe. completed her education, returnof the Elks lodge were forced to
ing to Las Vegas In 18S2. She has ham, director and manager; Mrs. J. guarantee $300 and expenses. This
GOSSIP OF THE
resided here since. She was married B. Graham, accompanist.
was done in order that the citizens
SHOPS AND YARDS.
to Seneca Kline September 23, 1884,
The entertainment will be in the of Las Vegas might have the pleasure
In this city.
Duncan opera house. The general of hearing these excelelnt entertainMr. Kline is employed by the San- public may obtain seats on Saturdaj
ers. Everybody who expects to atE. P. Macke'i left iast night for
ta Fe Ralway company here in the morning.
)
tend
the attraction is requested to
serthe
enter
will
.Gallup where he
store department. Mrs. Kline spent
tickets as early as possible.
purchase
vice there as bonus inspector.
the winter on the Kiine ranch near
Members of the Eiks have the ticJohn Calkin of New Jersey is now
a
Iri
the city only
Levy and had been
kets for sale and they can easily be
in the car repairing department.
short time previous to her death. POOR PAY
CAUSE
obtained at most of he business
Candelarlo Montoya, handy man She is survived by three daughters,
houses in the city. The performance
in the shops, was injured yesterday Mrs.
Nelson, who resides
Adolph
will occur In the Duncan opera house.
OF GIRLS'
afternoon when he fell from the cab here; Mrs. J. O. Kapp of Ocate, and
of Engine No. 1314, hitting his head
Miss Helen Kline of San Diego,
and cutting a gash. He Is now at Calif., and a brother, Samuel K.
THAT IS THE BELIEF OF ILLINOIS'
the hospital.
Woodsworth, of San Diego. The
"WILSON" WILL BE THE
LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR,
A number of the employes in the
funeral services will be held Friday
MR. O'HARA
local shops have again been put morning from the family residence.
SUBJECT OF ADDRESS
back to work and an increase in bust
Chicgo, March 5. Six more of Chiness is expected soon that will em
A. A. Archer of Albuquerque came
it was anploy the entire force.
in from that rilace last night on a cago's leading merchants,
with DR LANDAU WILL SJEAK ABOUT
will
be
nounced
served
today,,
The list has been heavy In the lay-- ghort 1n,Biliess visit. He Is employed
state
to
the
before
subpoenas
THE NEW PRESIDENT ON
appear
board
on
this
the
off column
yard
by the Albuquerque Journal.
vice commission next Friday. It will
FRIDAY EVENING.
week by sickness and other unexto
witnesses
the
conr
hear
week
Tequire
of
A
for
number
W. O. Potter, representative
pected happenings.
Wilson and
"President Woodrow
ductors were off yesterday on ac- the Potter Candy company, left this already summoned, after which owncount of the death of Mrs.; Lowry afternoon lor Raton and other places ers of leading wholesale clothing What the People' May Expect of
houses and factories will be heard.
Him" will be the subject of the SabClevenger. All attended the funeral. on his regular business strip.
It Is the opinion of Lieutenant Gov- bath' evening address o Rev. Dr.
ernor Barrett O'Hara, head of the Jaoob Lallan at Temple Montetiore
commission, that many girls are driv- Friday ntfOit. Dr. Landau expects to
en to life in the underworld, or about make this address both interesting
1
Its fringe, by Insufficient remunera- and instructive. He is a. cose studtion, and It is for the purpose of in- ent of political affairs and his revestigating this feature of the study marks, which always are full of inthat the merchants have been sub- terest, are expected by his congrepoenaed.
gation to be r.nusua'ily worth hearing
lasts longer
large can of
The additional witnesses summoned on Friday evening. The public is cor41
SO
are Edward Hlllman of Hillman's; dially invited to attend the services,
than 25 cents worth of other baking
Henry C. Schwab of Rothschild and which will begin at 8 o'clock.
powders but no matter how lone it
Dr. Landau announced today that
Company; Joseph Basch, of Slegel
takes to get to the bottom the last
Cooper and company; John Plrlo, of the first meeting of the Forum of
Carson, Pirie, Scott and Company; Las Vegas, which had been set for
spoonful is just as good as the first.
Mrs, Nellie Netcber, Boston Store, and next Monday evening, has been postthe
raises
Si
nicest, lightest biscuits,
if
George It. Thorne, vice president of poned nt the request of the Elks, who
cakes and pastry you ever ate, and it
-v--,
will sponsor an entertainment to be
Montgomery Ward and Company.
is guaranteed pure arid wholesome.
In addition tin-egirls from each given on that owavlun by the Ben
Tim forum will mm-lHuitiiiwt tore will bo cnllod to fired
For goodness iule, use K C.
till Imw thiH'li tli'y ;trn bikI bow m Tii- 1(r vn in if, Murdi 1H, it
C. C. Lewis

last night

y

MRS. SENEGA KLINE
DIED

.

Er-or-
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LAS VEGAS. NEW MEX.

rKONVICT

in this
The
comBova"
of
Concert
city
"Roney's
pany on March, 14, rocalis 'lie Interesting fact that the experiences of
these musical cheru s '.s strange'y
In the city.
mesa
fascinating-- and infantilis. From
the
from
came
In
C. D. Black
the
executive mansion at Washinglast night for a short business visit
where they receie-- the enthuton,
In this place.
of president ind
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gortner return- siastic admiration,
Mis.'
and
Inc.r aM Invite i
Roosevelt,
extended
ed this afternoon from an
now historic Christinas
the
at
guests
Ind.
trip to Goshen,
White
L. N. McNeace,
postmaster at concert, 'gfveh by them at the
ce':ls in
to
the
gloomy
House,
prison
last
Levy, came In from that place
the great penltentlK'w, is a wide
night off a business visit.
audiences are
K. W. Edwards of Fort Sumner EUlf, yet; their prison
tnar.
came in last night from that place on no less, critical and appreciative
nation's
the
caplU'..
at
those
a short business visit.
In the past 25 years Mr. Roney
Mrs. Juan B. Baca left this afterhas
given concerts to about 100,000
noon for Albuquerque where she exinmates of penal and
unfortunate
pects to locate permanently.
institutions in the Unit
C. P. Christianson of Albuquerque other public
of these mar-came In from that place this after- ed States The effect
velously sweet voices upon the crim
noon on a short business visit.
as wonderful.
A. G. Edwards, representative
ot inal class is described
of
burglars and
thieves,
audience
The
the Smith Typewriter company, is in
with rapt attention,
listen
murderers
customers.
his
the city visiting
of them with tears running
J, A. Baca returned this afternoon many
their
down
faces, and applaud with a
been
has
from Santa Fe where he
They have
enthusiasm.
of
frenzy
for the past two days on business.
cells of
in
fie
times
sung
several
II. S. Anderson of Topeka, formerly
xne
pwamng
interested in the mica mines at li condemned prisoners
is
Mr.
usually
chair.
Roney
electric
bera, is in the city on a short visit.
to take the boys along the
W. N. Rosenthal left 'iast night for allowed
and talk with the priscells
make his business, tiers of
Tucumcari
the
and
gratitude they show
oners,
house at that place a short visit.
brought Into their
W. H. Bundy, who delivered a lec- for the pleasure
reveals the good
lives
monotonous
ture at the Browne theater last night,
such hearts as
in
even
lies
which
left this afternoon for Los Angeles.
reached. The
but
be
can
Boaz Long left last night for New these, if it
the
hoys with
thank
often
He prisoners
York and other eastern points.
them
and
give
eyes,
their
in
tears
V.
E.
was accompanied by Judge
and
presents.
souvenirs
Long.
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PEOPLES BANK

OPERA

;j

CAPITAL $110,000.00

.OFFICEKS. . .

W. Harris, President

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Ivo W. Lively,
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary

'

Cleofes Romero, Vice President

Assistant Secretary

Board of Directors

Sigmund Nalim, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor, Clemente Padilla, Jose A.
Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer "E. Veeder. Jose Felix Esquibel, J. E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker.

I
TO LET GOVERNOR

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

TAKE ALL THE
BLAME

'I""1

(Continued from page one.)
ty to stand behind the governor and
to sustain the veto, while democratic
officeholders are here in an effort to
secure the pledge of the two votes
which now see mncessary if the bill

ij to be carried over the executive

disapproval. Democratic senators are
active on the floor of the house at
every session and the story is cur
rent that two senators, said to bo
Barth and Mabry, recently threat
ened Representative Manzanares of
Fort Sumner with the veto of the
Sumner county bill If Mr. Manza
nares persisted In voting for the
county salary bill. It is not claimed,
however, that these senators were
authorized by Governor McDonald to
make this statement"'

Telephone

or call and we will have our demonstrator

show ynu.

Las Vegas "Automobile
Phone Main 344.

a0kcd Mr. Manzanares if I ever made
any such statement to him and he
denied emphatically that I had. The
only reason that I notice the article
In The Optlo is that the writer is of
considerable standing ia the community and for that reason this misstatement might have some weight,
and I could not In justice to myself
stand by and see the impression go
around that for myself or by authority
of the governcr I went to a representative and threatened a veto of a bill.
As a matter of fact I am positive that
the governor would never use the
veto In any such manner. I never
said anything of that kind about that
bill to Mr. Manzanares or any other
member of the legislature, and j can
say the article Is absolutely false."
Senator Mabry made a statement
along similar lines and took occasion
to compare the figures in the
governor's bill with those in the
salary bill as vetoed by the governor.
Mr. Mabry claimed that the bill as
passed would cost the taxpayers some
$42,000 more than the bill introduced
by Senator McCoy.

Whalen,

the Harrison administration,
former governor of New York, is seriously 111 at his Fifth avenue residence. He is 89 years old.

r,

MAN--

LLFO Flour

All

that makes Baking a

DEAD MAN

BY

MAIL

Dealers
of Edward E. Knotts of California,
who died here a few days ago, following an attack of appendictis. The

package was addressed to the widow,
Mrs. Adda Knotts, San Francisco, It
cost 51 ents postage and bore a 10
cent insurance stamp.

'

CAPITAL

PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00
i

si
J. M. Cunningham, President.

ily.

!,.

.

llii--

l!v,

"I'HIljilP M'iIiIi

f

i.M

-

D. T.
H. S.

Prank Springer,

L:

Interest

v o
ys
Pa.id On Time
--

'

Hoskins, Cashier.
Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

i

Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAP
CAPITAL, STOCK

'J

-

.i

'

K C

KC

CtV.-'-

Denver, March 5."Here Is a dead
GERMAN SHIP SUNK
man," was the comment made up by
a parcel post clerk at the union sta
ENGLISH AIRMAN KILLED.
Helgoland, Germany, March 5. Sixtytion today as he held tip to" the vlsw -six
of the crew of the German torSalisbury Plain, Eng., March 5.
Geoffrey England, a Br'tlsh airman, his fellow clerks a package nine inch- pedo boat "S. 178" were drowned
fell 5,000 feet from his monoplane t es square and weighing
seven when the little vessel was rammed by
'
''
the cruiser Yorck In the North. Sea
day while making a wght on tha pounds.
army flying grounds here, and was The package contained' the ashes last night.

,

ml
J

Prtps

1
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, S12.00
i
dlnner-wcarloada
several
of
beautiful
nd ior
this
pmibMed
large purchue en&hled tbe mannfactorer to give as an exclaaive denla
and a very low price. We are charging part of the cost to "advertising
ask yon to pay a
of tbe actual coat of the
ipenae." and aonly
.' P' beautiful "Cosmoa" denlifn and cannot be dnplioated In
nallty for leas than (14 In any retail china store. It is guaranteed by botaj
le manufacturer and ourselves.
There la a coupon Id every sack of LARABES'S Floor. Send na five
snnpona and 3.w In cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we wtU
end you one of these besntiful seta by freight. Address coupons and re
nlttance to The China Department of the Larahee Flour Hills Company.
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The ooupons in LARABhU'S Flour are also good for Hogera? Silverwari
sd other valuable premiums Ask tor descriptive
circular.
GEf
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "

Instantly .killed. He had teen flying
for an hour when the accidenttoo
curned. He was demonstrating the
machine with a view to selling It to
and the British government.

:

The

Fowler

&

W

1

This Baking Powder
Keeps Its Strength

Co

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

MORTON ILL.
York, March. 5. Announcement was made by the family today
that Levi P. Morton, vice president m
LEVI

New

Hfactiiee

I

false.

'Thftrffl4alabosltely

OVERLAND MODEL 59 T

$30,000 00

Office With (lie San Miuel National Rank

Wm. Q. HAY DON

Pre-Vic-

H.

Pr;.-:-.

wr KELLY

I). T. HOSKINS

e

TrL i',

INTEREST PASO ON DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

CSE SHAKES

TO KILL SNAKES

FOUGHT FIERCELY

PUF

OVER

South America Has Discovered an
Excellent Way to Cope With the
Universal Pest.
j

Two Small Boys and Street Cur Fur

In South America, where the snake
pest is a very serious proposition,
jtbey are now using snakes to catch

Two dirty, ragged little boys and a
lirty, ragged white pup created a lot
of fun in Wall street the other day.
Just where they came from and how
such an odd trio ever found its way
to the heart of the New York financial
district were mysteries which none
cared about solving in the Joy of
watching their antics. The pup, it
seems, was the bone of contention
between the youngsters, each having
a pprfectly good claim to it, which he
asserted with might and main. The
first seen of them was when a wild
eyed little dog, with the "kids' 'in
pursuit, came running toward Wall

Isnakes.

Even in the most civilized parts of
Brazil over 1,000 persona are killed
annually by snake bite.
The mongoose, which proved so effective in Jamaica and elsewhere, is
f little use here. Necessity Is the
mother of invention, and nature and
science together have at last disco,
tred something which it is hoped may
the dreadful
eventually

Street

THE

NO DOUBT

RUSE OF SISTER JEAN

nlshed Amusement for Broker
on Wall

MARCH 5, 1913.

By

MARTHA

T5he

M'CULLOCH-WI-

LOBBY

OPTIC

LI AM 3.

II

Wingfield looked at his sister Jean,
frowning heavily. She sat across the
room from him her head bent her
hands discolored but stitching deftly
at something something that roused
him to anger. He flung his book half
way across the desk la front of him,
got up laggardly, and said, balancing
himself with both hands upon the

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT

CHAPMAN

COLUMN
t,'fVi

g

if"

FOR CLASSIFIED

RATES

ADVER-

W. M.,

TISEMENTS
cents per line eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
line. All advertla mente charged
will be booked at space actually
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

in-i-

y

Say, parson, don't it
'pear mighty strange dat de cullard
folks should hev been made black?
The Parson 'Deed It do. It must
hab been dat de Lawd created de cullard people 'way back in de dark ages.
Mrs. Black

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPT.ARp

ular conclave sec. d Taee- aay in each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p, m. G. H.
KlnkeL B.
C; Chas. Tarn me. Recorder.

st

LAS VEGAS

PROMISING TO MARRY HER

AL ARCH

r

youi-frien-

spirit-Informe-

well-"know- n

.,

Rose-Wate-

y

ds.

OPTIC'S

NUMBER,

MAIN

NO. 3, ROY-

Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

NO. .

i
OF PV
MeeU av

KNIGHTS

THIAS
ery Monday ere
in
CastU
ning

Hall.

Vlsitlni

Knights ar cord)
ally invited., Ch4
Liebachnef, Chai
cellor Commandei
Harry Martin, Keeper of Record!
and Seal
L. O. O.

MOOSE Meets second an
fourth
Thursday
evening
eae)
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsitlni
brothers cordially invited.
Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. ThornliL.
Secretary.

LOCAL TIME CAHC
EAST BOUND

Telephone Main 329.
Housekeeping work reg
or
ularly
by the day. Telephone
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
Vegas 292.
102 Mees every Monday
night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat avenue.at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
welcoma
J. C. Wertz,
cordially
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
president; J. T. Buhlur secretary;
light housekeeping, modern, except
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
heat. 810 Lincoln avenue.

No. 2.. . 9:10 p.
No. 4.. ..11:05 p.
No. 8.. . . 2:05 a.
No. 10.. . 1:45 p.
.

,

WANTED

For Rent

Ella Dick is a very promising

fel-

Modern furnished flat, MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
Ninth street
Stella Why don't you sue him for
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
breach of promise?
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
WISHES FOR HIS SUCCESS
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
FOR SALE Two dressers, two brass
Visiting members are especially
beds complete, two sanitary cots,
welcome and cordially invited.
two healing stoves, one cook stove,
all in fine condition. 715 Fourth
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
FOR SALT All household furniture,
every first
of the month in the vestry
Tuesday
piano, piano player and music.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Mustb e sold by April 1. Apply af
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are
ternoons, 16 Grand avenue.
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
ONE sorrel horse will be offered for
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
sale at the city hall Saturday at
retary.
10 o'clock.
Ben Coles.
FOR

low.

RENT

511

.

.

.

.

FOR SALE 25 cases of good eggs
S5.50 per case or 20 cents
per doz
en. Meridian Restaurant.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited'. Richard
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, P. 8.

FOR SALE Horse, harness and two
buggies.
Inquire 716 Seventh St

Model

Well, I hope you'll draw
you do nictures.

ter houses than

bet FIRST class room and boari.

COULDN'T SEE THEM

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Miscellaneous

Artist I'm thinking very strongly
of going on the stage.

quire

1112

1w

ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

In-

Douglas Ave.

FOR $1.50 per acre the Big Four "30"
Gas Tractor will plow your land;
any depth desired. Free harrowing.
Virgil H. Campbell,
Mountainair,
New Mexico.

TlBf

Meets every Monday evening at
on Sixth street All visit-

their hall

B.

MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
Drajrs herself nainfullv thronch her
daily tasks suffering from backache,

headache, nervousness, and loss nt
sleep, not knowing her ills are due
to Kianey and bladder troubles. Foley
Kidney Pills give auick relief from
pain and misery,, a prompt return o
U .... , u
1..
ucnini aim sireiigin.
io woman wt:0
suffers can afford to overlook Voley
Kidney Pills. O. O. Schaefer i.nrt
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; B. W. Condon, Secretary.

.

MOUbfi AND 8!GN PAINTING

Urdwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
md Glaalng.
Estimate Cheerfully

t

Plaza

Rid

Qivn,
oj,j T0Wri

11:05 p. n.
2:10 a. n
2:10 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

AUTOMOBILE,
Mr. Collier Downe There are a
wbola lot wortse men In this world
than I am.
li
Mrs. ('oilier buwnti-bo- ii'l
suet.

CARRIAGE

N. O.
42

HER. MAN
t.HAMi AVE.

a

p. m
p.

a

Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas.

New Mexlec

DENTISTS
DR.

E.

L.

HAMMOND,

DENTIST.

Crockett Building.
Office Telephone
Main Hi
House Telephone
Main 1W
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description a'
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 131
East Las Vegas, Nt M.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney maVes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot he cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribes,
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-- ,
nally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces
of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience if you
Tablets. Many
use Chamberlain
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 bs., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to
200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than SO lbs. Each Delivery

20c per
25c per
.30c per
40c per
50c per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
115

ANT Ads

Are Best
Market Finders
aas. search out the people to wnom among au
the particular thing it worth most

U

those who MIGHT BUY

That property yon want to sell is WORTH MOST to someoat
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never hear ol
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ans er ads. in this newspaper want (aad
anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used
machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical

AMD

SIGN PAINTING

p.

a.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A Hunke)

are

,

J

"

ATTORNEYS

1,000 lbs,

PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
but never follows the use of Foley's'
Honey and Tar Compound. It Rtons
the cough, heals the sore and inf 'timed air passages, and strengthens the
lni.ns. Tho genulno is In a veliow
package with beehive on ca'tjn. Re- ruse sunsiitiites. u. g. Schaefer and
Ked cross urns to Adv.

PETER P. MACKEL

r:

9;1E p.

RETAIL PRICES I

.

Children are much more likely to
contract the contagious diseases when
they have colds. Whooping coush,
diphtheria, scarlet fever and consumption are diseases that are often
She Women like to be admired by contracted when the child has
a
men.
cold. That is whv all medical mi.
He Then why do they always try thorlties say beware of colds.
For
to knock out men's eyes with their the quick cure of colds von will flnrt
better
than
nothing
Chamberlain's
umbrellas?
Cough Remedy. It can always ho da.
pended upon and Is peasant aiui an fa
to take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
HARD ON HIMSELF

Dupan
m
m
m
m

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

..

No.
No.
No.
No.

For Sato

d

tmUi-ium-

CHAPTER
MASONS

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Kutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnea Tripp, Secretary.

t

Wanted

I

,

LODGE

Arrive

wondered

e

DORADO

com-

munication first and
third Thursday in
each, month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Win. p. Mills.
H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

y

g

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & EL
A.

desk-to-

" 'Patches are
premeditated poverty. You know that yet you do
worse than patch. Is this the third or
fourth time you've made over that
jest.
hat?, I'm sick of seeing it of seeing
The discovery is nothing else than a
"beneficient" snake which is harmless street from the direction of the curb you messing with it. A new one,
to man, and which kills and eats the market. A passing truck blocked the much better looking, would cost only
pup's progress, and both children fell a couple of dollars I believe you
poisonous species.
upon trimming such things yourThe mussurana, as it is called, 10 upon it Each sought to bear it away
self."
& thick, muscular snake about four In a different direction, until it seem"Correct! Every way," Jean anfeet long. It is possessed of an in- ed that each would have to satisfy swered
impassively. "I am not in love
satiable appetite for poisonous vipers, himself with an end of the dog. Eqaul-Inor even with
matched in strength, the young- with my
and it can tell of the approach of one
I
1n the same way that a pointer will sters made no headway, so with one my own way of trimming. Maybe
be
accord
might
let
of
its
the
go
they
'scent" game. When tackling
dog and
"If what?" Wingfield asked almost
considerably sought to rend each other. The pup
jrey, which is frequently
took advantage of the fight to lope to- savagely as she paused.
snake
the
"good"
than
itself,
bigger
She smiled at him rather a hard
assumes a lethargic air as if it were ward Broadway, and it was half-wasmile but wistful. "I was about to
glutted with food and could not fight there before the boys discovered its Bay if I could
buy the things I like-rat- her
Seeing this the bad snake immediately absence. Abandoning their difficulties
than the things I can afford,"
they set out in pursuit A large
attacks.
she said.
This is Just what the other wants; crowd followed, and when the dog was
feath"You mean those poodle-dofor, being rendered by nature com- overhauled the same performance was ers that
fly in the face of everybody
gone
It
After
through
this
the
had
from
again.
poison,
immune
pletely
queried.
seizes Us enemy before it has had been repeated half a dozen times, and Wingfield
She shook her head, saying, "No-pr- aise
time to recover from the charge, and the whole Wall street district had
be. Willow plumes don't tempi
been covered, an officer of an animal
gives a fatal bite at the base of the
society appeared and took the cur. me In the least But I would like-s- ay
brain.
for this summer a real fine stran
The dog and the crowd thus won but
the seven-dolla- r
sort, as pliable as
the "kids" lost.
cloth almost and very rich broad pale
MUCH IN PLEASANT MANNER
purple velvet for a bow and a trail ol
HUMAN BEING AS A FACTORY orchilds. I say just the thing yester
Adan
Has
Man Uniformly Courteous,
day for seventeen dollars and a
vantage Over Rival With
Writing In Atlantic Monthly, Gerald Paris tip, inside the crown to make
Morose Bearing.
believe it came from there."
Stanley Lee Made a Remarkably
"Go get it!" Wingfield ordered, pull
Comprehensive Comparison.
A pleasing1 manner is an important
a roll of bills from his pocket and
ing
'essential to success in any business. A
tossing them to her.
A human being is a kind of
gentle, courteous manner will win recfactory.
She did not touch the money. She
ognition anywhere. So much depends The engiiit and the works and all the looked at him
smiling still
various
are
these
first
and
machines
are
jnpon
impressIonB,
kept in the that old smile. steadily,
never
"I
have
yet put
to
ifavorable or unfavorable according
basement, and he sends down orders
the rent into finery," she said, drop
Kvhet.her a man Is polite and courteous to them from time to time, and
they
or brusque and nervous In bear-iin- do the work which has been con- ping her eyes.
"I am beginWingfield scowled.
ceived up in headquarters. He exWe cannot always Ju4ge a man by pects the works down below to keep ning to believe it might better for us
what he says or does, but tho way In on doing these things without his tak- If you did," he said. "You're not a bit
but nobody wants a
which ho says or does ft certain ing any particular notice of them,
That's how you're
dowdy
anywhere.
to
will
the
his
best
index
while
he
prove
thing
occupies his mind, as the left out of
I have to go it is
things.
character.
competent head of a factory should,
A pleasant, courteous bearing will with the things that are new and dif- part of the game to be Been right
hielp a man to success In business, ferent and special, and that hiB mind and things are slow enough as it is."
"I have not complained," Jean said
where a boorish, impatient manner alone can do; the
things which, at
Twill
turn away customers.
The least in their present initial forma- calmly. "It is not very exhilarating
eating bread and cheese in the kitch
brusque man may be as well meaning tive or creative stage, no machines as
as his more affable rival, but people yet have been developed to do, and en alone, when you are with
Still, somehow I would rathhave not tho time nor inclination to which can only be worked out
by the er stick to the bread and cheese. They
find out what is beneath the rude ex- man up In the
headquarters, himself,
terior; they prefer to patronize the personally, by the handiwork of his do not bore me not anything like the
man who makes it plain that it is a own thought.
gang which haunts those table d'hote
places."
pleasure to serve; that the world is a
The more a human being develops,
Jean has risen, hat in hand. She
mighty pleasant place, and that he is the more delicate, sensitive,
strong turned to the mirror and set it upon
glad to be alive.
and efficient, the more
it you are not tne possessor of a once for all, the machines In the base- her head, speculation in her eyes, a
pleasant manner, start in to acquire It ment are. As he grows, the various stronger frown underneath the brim.
You will find it an immense help In subconscious
"It looks like a last year's bird
for dis- nest," she commented, tossing it to
making a success of anything you un criminating, arrangements
assimilating, classifying the ceiling and catching it askew
dertake.
material, for pumping up power, light
would believe I was once a
and heat to headquarters, all of which "Nobody
a substitute," she said
fielder,
though
can be turned on at will, grow more
Enriching the Language.
a faint twinkle. "Do you rewith
Tho growth and change which are masterful every year. They are found member the game Tim? Out in the
all
inseparable from all living language In slaving away for him, dimly, down back lot I was Just thirteen and
the dark, while he sleeps. They
cannot fail to Interest the student, and
hut I could
hand
him up, in his very dreams, new gawky as a young calf
of real
the
had
run
and
ja special interest attaches to the
only
pair
and strange powers to live and to
of the names of
left available."
legs
know
with
Gerald
men.
Stanley Lee, in
Thus Wellington has
"I remember well," Tim nodded
come to mean a sort of boot; Broug-Imx.- the Atlantic.
"That was a game sure. Accident
a carriage, and Gladstone, approwas epidemic ten of our noble team
priate enough, a traveler's bag, as
r
canned with sprained legs, arms,
Athletics.
that great man advocated the "bag and
It Is possible that the riddle of the shoulders what not. But not a one
ibaggage policy, which seems likely at Polish
temperament is humorously re- could have caught the fly you did it
pength to be adopted.
vealed in the following story, which saved the game for us. That reminds
Other names have been turned into was gleaned from Mr. Edmund
alGosse's me I met Treptow last week and
Verbs as well as nouns. For instance, volume of
reminiscences en- most the first thing he said was:
literary
'the murderer Burke's name is
"Where is that sister cf yours? The
titled "Two V.'sits to Denmark."
in the words to burne, burkA professor from the University of girl of the fly?'"
ed, burking and burkism, while in Cracow visited
"You didn't tell him of course,"
The late
Cambridge.
lqulte recent times Captain Boycott's Prof.
Sidgwick showed the Jean said quietly.
Henry
rxperienees resulted in the language guest the
Wingfield looked down. "You know
youth of the place disportbeing enriched by the phrases to ing itself on
can't tell people," he said almost
I
the cricket field and in
boycott, buycotter, boywtiing, etc.
fretfully, "if they knew I we kept
the boats.
The most notable case was prob-nblO! hang it!
The Polishmade no com- house they'd expect
that of t.bt great and good man, ment, and was visitor
indeed so reserved that You know why."
Rev. T. Bowlder, D. D, who by pub"Perfectly," Jean said. "You are
Professor Sidgwick felt obliged to
ashamed to seem poor you'd mind
lishing a "family edition" of Shake- say:
speare in
added the words
"You have nothing like this at the that worse, much worse, than being
' bowld!eri.e"l?gl,
and "bowlderlsm" to our
poor. You like to be liberal mind
University of Cracow?"
I don't say extravagant.
Since you
language Exchange.
"At the University of Cracow," the earn most of the
money, you hnve n
professor replied, "we hygienate with right to spend it as you choose. 1
the bnl masque" (masked ball).
Good Reason.
have never complained I never shall.
"1 don't have the kiddie at the thea- Youth's Companion.
But this I ask If Billy Treptow
ter very often," said an actor who recomes in your way ar.in as!: hira
cently returned to New York for the
here to dinner."
and Farm Life.
City
iisual brief run in a house whore the
"Ask him! When he has all tho ric'i
A
doal is said and written
1
'l changes weekly, "but during the aboutgreat
the "rugged old formers ofl folk running after him! Don't ycv.
Wildays I let his mother bring him eighty," but they look more like a know that?" Wingfield demanded.
down for a matinee, and arranged to hundred while
Joan nodded, but persisted. "Asl;
there are scopes of
liave a box for them. The youngster men in the
city who step off quite him; I khow he'll come if you tell
remained remarkably quiet (for him)
briskly to their ofllces, keen of in- him I am to be cool;."
during the entire performance.
tellect mid active of body at eighty,
Somehow Wingfield did nU Hilly.
at
dinner
I jesting as
"That evening
many a younger man has learned In In fact, he could not very well e?cnp"
ly remarked:
attemtpting to deal with them. And it, because Billy developed suddenly a
" 'Son, how did you manage
he the city man of eighty looks
about turn of inquiry thnt quickly brought
to good during the show?'
ixty, while the average farmer of out the facts. Joan was in the oily
me.
answer
"His
surprised
keeping house for her brother V.lllj'
" 'Do you think I wanted you to sixty looks more like an octogenarian,
Taken all in all, physiclnns tho coun-''3- ' straightway demanded the address.
fcold me, daddy, before all those peoIt
over have agreed that their obserWingftnld went home '.ARgardly.
ple?' "
vations lead to the conviction that the was late when he got there too lute
country man does not average one bit for anything but a hurried chungn of
healthier than the city man. Chicago costume. It took him nil aback to find
Great Soldier's Mistake.
,
the living room deserted, the dininn
When General Moreau was in Eng- American.
room, a tiny place, likewise empty
land he was once the victim of a
He
xoept for massed roses.
rather droll misunderstanding. He
Look Within.
if, after all, Billy Treptow was
Was present at a concert where a
The things that are unseen are the not coming. - It was five minutes past
itJece was sung by the choir with the
the hour. Suddenly from the kitchen
true forces and substances of life
he heaid voices and laughter.
tvisodm, love or desire, ideals.
"Tomorrow, tomorrow."
The things that are seen are ever
Pushing Into the door thore was
;
Having a very imperfect knowledge changing for something better.
not room to go clean inside he saw
he
canto
fancied
be a
it
tf English,
Therefore, we look within for our Billy with both arms about Jean
tata Riven in his honor, and thought peace
and happiness and we value a whost hands upheld a platter of dediriti'iH-tiishethe words:
lie
above rubles.
fried chicken.
We lectable
conscience
clear
She was
to Moreau."
"To Mor--;iivalue above loves, lands and honors laughing and saying: "Mind! You'll
r: .() thiif the refrain wag repeated
of the upset your dinner," to which he was
that inner quiet, the
and gracefully
ff ! on ail hisBii-:- to the
universal
ours answering, "Not on your life. I've
with
spirit
witnessing
aston-wtfia' d
grat
no
well
been waiting five years to sat your
is
all
matter
what
that
pashes.
,
.f il
who did not
Elizabeth Town? In Nautilus
cooking now I mean to at it al
uf
lit.
l"
it
i i l.il
ways "
well-don-
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

Ae the classified ads. are read by all possible bue s, of all
sible aorta of things, they have come to be finders ot the
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Your business and your city is by the use of correct business
stationery. Tell your
business acquaintances in all parts of the country about Las Vegas' climate, people and
advantages by the use of envelopes and writing paper bearing views and information

regarding the community.
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DIES AFTER
JULIAN SANDOVAL
LEARNING OF DEMOCRAT'S
INAUGURATION

HATS CLEANED
AND BLOCKED'
We Call and Deliver

PHONE MAIN

Ayy

WL.

y

)cer

'

The Ladles' Altar society of the
Church of, the Immaculate Conception will meet tomorrow afternoon at
2:3u qf clock at the pastoral resit
dence of the parish. All members
are requested to be present.
"The Grotto of Fortune," Pathe's
marvelous two reel feature, introducsituations.
ing new and startling
Phtoplay tonight No advance in
First show starts 7 o'clock
price.
sharp. Adv..

f

The new street lighting system
that is to be installed by the Las Vegan Light and Power company Is
being pushed to rapid completion.
This system is expected to be the
most efficient that has ever been in
use in the city and will light nearly
series
every corner. Seventy-twtungsten lamps wiil be m uso when
the system is completed. Ten of
these are already in use on Twelfth
street and Douglas avenue. These
lamps pive a light equal to the old
style arc lights, a larger number
can he installed for the cost of putting in arc lamps and they do not
use as much electricity as is utilized
in the larger lamps. Manager W. P.
Southard of the light and power company says that he expects to have
the system completed la 30 days.
o

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FR.OM

This morning at the home of Rev.
Rabeyro'ile, pastor ot
the Church of the Immaculate Con-- '
ception, occurred the marriage of
Miss Lucia Baca and Mr. T. P.
The wedding was witnessed
only by members of the family of
the bride. Mr. and Mrs. Holbert
left this afternoon on a short wedding trip to Albuquerque.
They will
return in about one week. Mrs. Holbert is the daughter of Valerio Baca,
a well known resident of Upper Las
Vegas. She and her husband are employes of the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane. It was at that place
that the little romance which culminated in the marriage today was

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GR.OCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

nuiiiti ui iug udbi ui tvBiyiniiiy

Father Adrian

Hoi-ber-

mmw
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JUST TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS

TRY

SHOT

"The Grotto of Fortune," two reels MEMBER
OF LAS VEGAS COMof weird and thrilling pictures, hand
PANY QUALIFIES AS MARKScolored. Photoplay tonight and ThursMAN IN STATE MILITIA.
day. First show starts at 7 o'clock
sharp. Adv.
The report of the small arms tiring of the troops in the state of New
The Missionary society of the MeMexico) for the. year 1912 has been
thodist church will hold their
General
published
by
Adjutant
tea and thimble party, at the home Brookes,
JI of this city
Company
of Mrs. Dr. Roberts, 1009 Fifth street,
showing an improvement of 4.75 per
Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. cent
against 0 per cent in 1911. Tne
,
Special meeting.

Jfe.

V -- a

t.

highest average strength, present
and absent, commissioned and en
listed, for the entire period of firing
was awarded to Company E Com
pany K has the record for the largest
number of expert marksman and
Company A, light battery, has the
record for sharpshooters. Company
K holds the record for marksmen and
also first class men.
The highest figure of .merit was
awarded to Company K, which also
held this place last year. Company
H had only one man who qualified s
auro Lujan.
marksman, Private
The company showed
more fourth
class men than any other troop. It
expects this year to make a much
better showing, as the ranks have
been increased with a large number
who will try to become marksmen.
The state meet will be held here this
year and Company H already has
formed plans for an early practice
this season.

"If 1 can only live long enough to
witness the inauguration of another
democratic president of the United
States I can die happy," was the fre
quent assertion of Julian Sandoval,
an aged resident of San Miguel.
Mr. Sandoval's wish was fulfilled
At 8 o'clock la3t night, after having
Iieen informed by his family, that
Woodrow Wilson had been inaugural
ed am'd much enthusiasm at Wash
ington, Mr. Sandoval, who had been
In falling health for some time, peace
fully passed away.
Mr. Sandoval was a native of New
Mexico and had been a resident of
San Miguel practically all of his life.
For many years he conducted a mer
cantile store at that place and also
engaged extensively in ranching. He
was possessed of considerable means.
Mr. Sandoval was 85 years of age.
He leaves a large number of descend
ants to mourn his death. Mr. Sando
val is survived by his widow, two
sons, Andres Sandoval of liernaiuio
and Francisco Sandoval of San Mi- Tuel; three daughters, Mrs. Trinidad
Sena of Las Vegas, Mrs. Manuel Villa- nueva of La Cuesta and Mrs. Matias
Lopez of San Miguel. In addition to
these Mr. Sandoval left 12 grandchildren, 13 great grandchildren and two
great great grandchildren, the daughters of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Burt of Las
Vegas.
Mr. Sandoval was a lifelong democrat, though he never held political
office. In 1911 he was a candidate for
county commissioner on the democratic ticket, being defeated by Antonio Gallegos.
Trinidad Sena and son, Miguel;
Mrs. Juan Silva, a grandchild; Miss
Pita Sena and Mrs. Antoni T. Sena
went today to San Miguel to attend
tht funeral, which will be held tomorrow morning from Mr. Sandoval's
late home in that place.
.
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"I much prefer Steam Laua-- ,
dry service to home 'launder-

SANr BORN S

ing, the color

'

is better and

the clothes last longer."
This ts the remark we hear
every day,. Rnd It pleases ub
and repays ub for the effort we
have made to bring our

Just Try TheratfiaVsAii

ROUGH DRY
Into popularity.

& IIAYWARD CO. STORE

Our hew jfesh hot air drying
Is the only sanitary way of
drying clothes, then we iron
the flat pieces wash, dry anJ
Iron the flat work.
(

.fa

TRY US ONCE

MOST HEAT FOR YOUK MONEY

'

?

'

a'

i

L

ttrtm iw

Las Vegas Steam
1

I'liOlit Miiin SI

67

DougUt

Finest Display Ever Shown in Las
'
Vegas. Window Shades to Meet Every Need. Everything for Spring House Cleaning. Our Prices Are Lowest.

V

J. C. JOHNSEN
.

SON

(SL

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoko, 'Assasltaut Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Sdrplos, and Undivided Pkokits $35,000

.m;

'!

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac- comsnodation Within the Scope of Good Bankisg.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

r

"HUNTS QUALITY FRUIIS"

Hisn-tcwer-

Our Baker
Mr. Fries

RAILWAY
Austin, Texas,
George C. Calhoun
district court of
NO

Will Be On Duty

COMBINATION.
March 5. Judge

of the Fifty-thirTexas, granted

Aain

d

a

temporary order jesterday restraining the Missouri, Kansas and Texas
railroad and allied lines in this state
from con soil dating, as provided in a
bill passed by the Texas legislature
over the veto ot the goverpor.
The petition, which seeks a perma-'neuInjunction and the forfeiture of
the railroad's charter, asserts that
the proposed consolidation would be
in contravention of the slate constitution.

GIVE US YOUR
ORDER FOR

t.

;

Tomorrow

Bread, Cakes, Pies,
Cookies, Etc.

"THE KIND THAT' IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits '

M

J

H. STEARNS

Whab Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Separate Concrete Floored buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparafps.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
j
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.

years ago we adopted the name' s
CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

Some four

,

..s

that then as now weN,WPre
"atove
main
to
principles of modern dairythe
conforming
ingdesigned to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
"J
milk.
"t.
'
That we were right was proven in the government inspection of the next year (not made public at the time) in
which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room' was atf the'required distance from dwelling or'
stable.
,
r .,
The very unsanitary yn very common condition of exposing milk to
We did so because we believed
"

k

of the d well 8" house1 becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb tne bncterius of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a tow minutes.- - Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another in it some time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooling and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached milk room makes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean pluce for milk until it is bottled and sealed.

the air

CORBETT: SANITARY DAIRY

TAFT IN GEORGIA
Augusta, Ca., March 5.
dent William It. Taft ami l''ty
Vic from WaRhineton ot 8:55
tela morning.

'

South Pacific St
La.8 Vega.

FRED E. CORBETT
Prop.

Phone Main

312

C.D.BGUCHER

I

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

Laundry
'4

-

-

,;,-,.(-

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
if
rt ffi T5J J IfJf x.r
If

Beautiful New Spring- Rugs
Many New Exclusive Patterns.
Linoleum in Every Grade. The

LIST

Letters remaining uncalled for the
week ending March 1, 1913.
Clarence Anderson; Hermanos de
The management, of the Business
Men's Athletic c'mb has- made ar- Ia Casidas; Dr. John A. Fuller, Jr.;
;
Mrs. J. A.
rangements or the club to meet in Francisco Gutierez;
Miss Margarita Licon; Harry
the armory. All members are reMrs.
Loenz (2); J. H. McKinney;
quested to be present tonight at that
E.
Wm.
Charles
Simpson;
Pickles;
place. The opening event in the new
F.
meeting place tonight will be Hamil- Mr. and Mrs. R. ,B. Sutton; Miss
F.
Mrs.
TiNjlileberry;
ton and Lynch in a four round bout;
Clem.
Mrss
Leontine
Sarah
Prince;
and
a
in
Hite
"Slim"
three
Young
When calling for the above please
round bout, and five preliminaries.
for "Advertised Letters."
ask
The membership of the organization
F. O. BLOOD,
has been increased and a good crowd
is expected to attend the bouts tonight, which will start at 7:30 o'clocK.
Membership tickets can be obtained
from either O'Malley or Hamilton.
4
TOMORROW
4
at the Y. M. C. A.
The public is Having considerable
difficulty in getting straight the
f 4'
dates of the various attractions that
Business men's class 4:30 o'clock.
will occur this week under the ausJunior boys' exhibition 8 o'clock.
pices of the Y. M. C. A. and SecreTonight.
tary LeNoir pf that institution has
Senior minstrel rehearsal.
The
to
Optic
publish the
requested
following: Tomorrow night will occur the Junior boys' exhibition. Friday night the Sunday school basketball games will be played and Saturday night the Santa Fe concert will
be given in the Duncan opera house.
Some people
have the .impression
that the Roney Boys will be a Santa
Fe concert, which Is Incorrect. The
Roney Boys will appear In the opera
house Friday, March 14, In combination with the Orpheum circuit attraction, It having been decided to
combine the two attractions.
'.

if
Coffees or Tevs
WHEN YOU AR.E TIR.ED
GRAAF

LILIAN

IS THE BEST

The Ladies' Aid society of the Chris
tian church will meet with Mrs. D. L.
Chambers, 710 Grand avenue, Thura-daafternoon at 2:30.

0-r- ri:

H-- V

H. Stearns, a

CHASE

PRIVATE

35

Adv.

A IN WAGON

THE

Our Store

Clean-

Kid Gloves, Laces, etc.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the ixibby, of course.

THE OLD RELIABLE

ai

ill chctesol Dry
Me n't

ing ia Ladie$' and

G. L. Guy and family have moved
from 915 Second street to 911 Third
street.

Ji-J-

Is Answered at

FULFILLED

523 SIXTH STREET

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Ax

THE CALL OF SPRING

CHERISHED WISH

,JB

JjOAjXy

A

SEE

Adv.

Light automobile lamps at 6:44
o'clock this evening.
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1411
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Buy your Eaeter hats of Mrs. U P.
Wright. Adv.
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LIVES TO

PARISIAN
DRYCLEANERS
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Regular dance tonight at P.

MARCH 5, 1913.
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"The Coffer Man"

EMBODY

READS

HIE

LAS VEGAS OPTIC

